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ABSTRACT

MS-based proteomics has been applied to differential network analysis of nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution of proteins between cell cycle arrest: (a) at the origin activation checkpoint for DNA replication, or (b) in response to oxidative stress. Cellular response combines changes in trafficking/total abundance to vary local compartmental abundance. Among 401 proteins with appreciable changes, 245 proteins exhibit cross-talk between oxidative stress and DNA replication and 49 proteins show strong changes for both. Many nuclear processes are influenced by a spatial switch involving {KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET} and heme/iron proteins HMOX1 and FTH1. Dynamic spatial distribution data is presented for proteins involved in caveolae, extracellular matrix remodelling, TGFβ signalling, IGF pathways, emerin complexes, mitochondrial protein import complexes, spliceosomes, proteasomes, etc. The date shows that for spatially heterogeneous cells, cross-compartmental communication is integral to their systems biology, coordinated spatial redistribution for crucial networks underlies many functional changes, and information on dynamic spatial redistribution is essential to obtain comprehensive pictures of function. Spatial data of the type presented provides priorities for further investigation of high-level spatial coordination. We suggest perturbation of constitutive transport processes may be related to cancer and other diseases. A quantitative, spatially resolved nucleus-cytoplasm interaction network is provided for further investigations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There have long been indications that proliferation of cells via cell cycle progression is intimately connected to the oxidative status of cells. This has led to the proposal that the cell cycle is in fact a redox cycle.\(^1\)-\(^3\) The relationships between the cell cycle and oxidative state are particularly evident in many types of cancer cells, where uncontrolled proliferation is associated with changes in cellular metabolic/oxidative processes.\(^4\)-\(^6\) The goal of the present work is to determine how dynamic spatial redistribution of proteins between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments impinges on coupling between oxidative stress and DNA replication.

We have previously carried out SILAC differential heavy/light isotope labeling\(^7\) MS-proteomics analyses of the changes in nucleus-cytoplasm subcellular abundance and distribution of proteins for IMR90 cells (a human diploid fibroblast adherent cell line) subjected either to: (a) siRNA repression of the CDC7 kinase, which leads to cell cycle arrest at the G1/S transition via the origin activation checkpoint (OAC) for DNA replication\(^8\)-\(^10\) or, (b) mild oxidative stress initiated with treatment of the cells with tert-butyl hydrogen peroxide (OXS), which also leads to cell cycle arrest.\(^11\) In both studies the data was analyzed to obtain SILAC ratios for changes in protein abundance between perturbed/unperturbed cells for the nuclear compartment \((S_n)\), the cytoplasmic compartment \((S_c)\), the total changes in abundance \((S)\) and nucleo-cytoplasmic redistribution \((S_n/S_c)\). Changes both in total protein abundance and in subcellular distribution resulted in distinctive patterns of changes in protein abundance in the nuclear/cytoplasmic compartments that are the basis of the cellular response to each type of perturbation. In keeping with previous evidence for an intimate relationship between the cell cycle and cellular oxidative status, some of the same proteins were amongst the most significant changes for both OXS and OAC.

The present study further explores cross-talk between oxidative status and the cell cycle/DNA replication using a joint, differential network analysis of 48,001 SILAC ratios. From the overall set of 4048 quantified proteins, we identify a 401-set of proteins that show significant changes in total abundance and/or nucleo-cytoplasmic redistribution and outline how both mechanisms contribute to concomitant changes in nuclear/cytoplasmic compartmental abundance. A majority of these proteins \((245/401)\) show appreciable changes in response to both perturbations, with only 67/89 proteins more specific to OAC/OXS respectively. Biological process information from GO\(^12\) indicates that nuclear import-export mechanisms, vesicle-mediated protein transport and chaperone-assisted processes all contribute to the subcellular redistribution of the proteins. The data indicate that for the cellular responses to OXS/OAC, subcellular redistribution of proteins is of at least equal importance to changes in total cellular protein abundance by transcription/translation/degradation. A large majority of proteins, notably most of those associated with core functional complexes such as ribosomes, spliceosomes and proteasomes, show very limited change in abundance or subcellular location. However, these complexes all include a few proteins with strong redistribution that may modulate the function of the core complex or signal its functional state to other subcellular functions/locations. A few complexes such as ATP5, ATP6 and the CCT protein-folding complex show evidence for translocation of all or most subunits of the complex to different subcellular locations. The dominant behaviour is the transient redistribution of a relatively small set of proteins between the nucleus and other locations. We identify a 49-set of proteins that show strong changes for both OXS and OAC and suggest that these proteins have a dominant role in spatial cross-talk between the core cellular functional processes of DNA replication.
replication and of response to oxidative stress.

Using only curated, well-documented binary interactions from STRING, REACTOME, and CORUM, the overall interaction network contains 134,850 binary interaction pairs between the 4048 proteins. Analysis of the interaction networks for the 401-set and 49-set proteins suggests that measurements of total abundance, whether by transcriptomics or proteomics, as well as measurements of protein complexes by high throughput methods, are incomplete for provision of sufficient information to obtain comprehensive pictures of cellular function. That is, measurements of the transient subcellular redistribution of proteins at a global proteome scale for many cell types and functional contexts are urgently needed. The analysis also suggests that substantial numbers of proteins are “moonlighters” with different functions at different subcellular locations. Transient modification of their abundance in different subcellular locations seems to be an essential part of higher order functional networks that are crucial to cellular spatio-functional control. The present data on spatial redistribution of proteins identifies protein networks putatively involved in “spatial switches” of cellular function for further investigation. One such switch involving the proteins KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA and SET is analysed in detail and data consistent with other switches is presented. For the 401-set we provide a quantitative binary interaction network resolved spatially (S_n and S_c) and mechanistically by changes in total abundance (S_t) or by nuclear/cytoplasmic redistribution (S_n/S_c) for further investigations.

Some of the proteins that show significant changes in total abundance/distribution are under investigation as therapeutic targets for disease, especially for cancer. This may be in keeping with their participation in different functions at different subcellular locations. The discussion relates the data to increasing indications that spatial switches and the associated dynamic protein transport may involve constitutive processes that are normal in cellular function and whose disruption may be a critical factor in disease.
2. METHODS

IMR90 (ATCC CCL-186), a human diploid fibroblast adherent cell line, was obtained from LGC Standards (Middlesex, U.K.) at population doubling of 12. All experiments with IMR90 cells were done with a PD of less than 22 and tested for senescence using a readyemade kit (KAA002) from Millipore Corporation (Billerica, MA). The culturing, SILAC labeling, preparation of nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of the cells, preparation of MS samples and the MS data collection have been described previously. In each study, the triplicate samples consisted of three parallel fractionations from the same pool of cultured cells.9,11 Note that “cytoplasmic” corresponds to “nucleus-depleted” and is used to denote all non-nuclear proteins, i.e. including plasma membrane, extracellular matrix, etc.

Joint MS data processing for all OAC and OXS biological samples using MaxQuant (version 1.5.3.28)18,19 with a common UniProt human proteome set (ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/proteomes/ downloaded 01-25-2013) was performed as described previously.8,9,11 The acceptance of proteins as adequately quantified, which was based on minimum numbers of SILAC ratio counts, at least two replicates and MaxQuant Significance B scores, as well as the selection of the significant sets of proteins (401-set, 49-set, see text), is described in detail in the Supplementary Text.

Data for CORUM complexes15 was downloaded (12-29-2014) from http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/genre/proj/corum/. Data from REACTOME14 for Homo sapiens was downloaded (04-22-2015) from http://www.reactome.org. Data from STRING v1013 was downloaded (homo sapiens, 04-23-2015; rat, mouse, 06-17-2015) from http://string-db.org/. Data from BioGrid20 for human interactions of POLDIP2 was downloaded (07-09-2015) from http://thebiogrid.org. Identifiers were mapped to the UniProt human proteome set used for the MS analyses.

Visualizations of interaction networks used CytoScape v3/v2.8.21,22 Clustering of the 401-set interaction network was performed with the T-fit algorithm of the Clust&See plug-in module23 of CytoScape. Gene Ontology (GO)12 term enrichment for the clusters was obtained with the ClueGO plug-in of CytoScape. Additional GO annotation was obtained from the QuickGO facility at the European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/) with appropriate sets of GO identifiers.
3. RESULTS

The original experiments for CDC7-kinase-depletion-induced cell cycle arrest at the origin activation checkpoint for DNA replication⁹ (OAC hereafter) and for mild tert-butyl-peroxide-induced oxidative stress¹¹ (OXS hereafter) have previously been described in detail. Spatially resolved SILAC ratios for nuclear abundance ($S_n$), cytoplasmic abundance ($S_c$), total abundance ($S_t$) and nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution ($S_n/S_c$) were measured for both OXS and OAC. Each study included extensive evidence that the cells remained viable without perceptible cell death and that the protocols used for subcellular fractionation gave highly enriched nuclear fractions with very little nuclear leakage/breakage or cross contamination with other subcellular components such as mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, plasma membrane, etc. Flow cytometry analysis indicated cell cycle arrest for both perturbations and no perceptible apoptosis was detected. Fluorescence microscopy and/or Western blotting were used to verify structural integrity of the cells and to confirm the unanticipated subcellular location of selected proteins.⁹,¹¹

For the present study the original MS data from the two experiments were jointly reprocessed under identical conditions against a common UniProt proteome set using MaxQuant¹⁸,¹⁹ and a joint differential network analysis of cross-talk between OXS and OAC was performed. Correlation of the identified peptides across all biological samples detected 4733 distinct proteins. With conservative limits of at least two sequenced peptides and a minimum of three SILAC ratio counts in at least two of the three replicates, 4048 proteins were accepted as adequately quantified. The MS data for this 4048-set of proteins, including all three replicates for both OXS and OAC, is given in Supplementary Table 1. Overall, 48001 SILAC ratios were used in the analyses presented below.

The variation in abundance/location of a substantial number of proteins (401-set, see below) reveals a very complex, interwined, but tractable set of spatial changes. To aid readers in assimilating the complexity, the following Results Section is divided into five main parts with some introductory sentences, a series of subsections and a brief summary of conclusions for each main section as shown below. We have included a substantial number of subsections to point to the many features and subsystems that are of potential interest to specialist groups. Readers may find it helpful to get an overview of the complexity by first reading section A, the introduction and conclusion sections for sections B-E, and the discussion, and then read those subsections that are of particular relevance to their research interests. Sections 3.2.d, 3.3.a, 3.4.a, and 3.5.a - 3.5.c provide examples of greater depth in key types of analyses.

3.1 Selection and Classification of the Proteins with the Most Significant Changes.
   3.1.a. Selection of Significant Proteins.
   3.1.b. Classification of Proteins with OXS, OAC, SAME, OPPOSITE or MIXED Response.
   3.1.c. Trademarks for Oxidative Stress and DNA replication.

3.2 Dynamic Behavior of Core Protein Complexes.
   3.2.a. The Spliceosome, Proteasome and Ribosome.
   3.2.b. Emerin Nuclear Envelope complexes.
   3.2.c. The CCT, ATP5 and ATP6 complexes.
   3.2.d. Promiscuous proteins and the PCNA nuclear control axis.
   3.2.e. Conclusions Regarding Core Protein Complexes.

3.3 Nuclear import/export and vesicle-mediated transport processes.
   3.3.a. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis, endosomal-lysosomal sorting, Golgi pathway.
   3.3.b. Cytoplasmic vesicles.
   3.3.c. Small GTPase mediated signal transduction.
   3.3.d. Conclusions regarding transport processes.
3.4 Plasma Membrane/Extracellular Matrix - Nucleus Communication.
  3.4.a. Caveolae.
  3.4.b. Extracellular matrix proteins.
  3.4.c. Other proteins.
  3.4.d. Conclusions regarding plasma membrane/ECM – nucleus communication.

3.5 Protein Interaction Networks.
  3.5.b. Contributions of Gene Co-expression and Protein-Protein Binding.
  3.5.c. An extended PCNA / SET / PTMA / HMOX1 nuclear control axis.
  3.5.d. An “orphan” protein - POLDIP2 and Oxidative Stress.
  3.5.e. Chaperones and Retrograde Mitochondria to Nucleus Signalling.
  3.5.f. Conclusions regarding functional networks.

Note that the samples analyzed correspond to “nucleus” and “nucleus-depleted”. At a high level of spatial description, GO uses {nucleus, cytoplasm, plasma membrane, extracellular region}. For brevity in the following text and figures, we use nucleus (N) and “cytoplasm” (C) rather than {cytoplasm, plasma membrane, extracellular region} (CEP).

3.1 Selection and Classification of the Proteins with the Most Significant Changes.

3.1.a. Selection of Significant Proteins.

Two general procedures were used to select significant proteins. For Method-1, the MaxQuant Significance B score (SigB hereafter) was used to independently select outlier proteins from each individual experiment (OXS and OAC) using the individual compartmental abundances ($S_n, S_c$) and the mechanisms that produce the changes in compartmental abundance (total abundance changes, $S_t$; and redistribution between compartments, $S_n/S_c$). These selections used the “subcellular spatial razor” methods that we have described in detail previously (Fig. 1A,B).9,11

In keeping with substantial evidence that there is cross-talk between the cell cycle and oxidative status,1,2,24 initial comparison of the OXS and OAC sets of significant proteins identified common proteins that showed strong changes for both cellular perturbations. However, the nature of the cross-talk is complex, as shown by the examples in Fig. 1B. There are proteins with little nuclear-cytoplasmic redistribution but strong changes in total abundance that are the same (FTL) or opposite (COL1A1, RRAS2) for OXS and OAC. Some proteins show strong redistribution with little change in abundance (PCNA), while others show complex mixtures of redistribution and changes in total abundance between OXS and OAC (ACAT1, SET, PYCR1, CALD1). This preliminary comparison hence revealed an important characteristic. Changes in total abundance and in subcellular compartmental distribution are not correlated for a majority of the proteins and both mechanisms contribute strongly to the pattern of changes in local abundance in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments that are the basis of cellular response.

For Method-2, proteins with strong similarities or differences between OAC/OXS were selected using “SILAC pairs” (e.g. $S_n^{OXS}, S_n^{OAC}$) and “joint-spatial-razor” plots (Fig. 1C). This procedure, and the combined use of Method-1 and Method-2, is described in detail in the Supplementary Text. Overall, with restrictive criteria for selection of changes in total abundance ($S_t$), nuclear compartment abundance ($S_n$), cytoplasmic compartment abundance ($S_c$), and nuclear/cytoplasmic redistribution($S_n/S_c$), 401 proteins that show the most significant changes for OAC, OXS or both were identified. Supplementary Table 2 summarizes the data for these 401-set proteins.
Figure 1. Methods for selection of significant proteins. (A) The theoretical distribution plane \{S_n/S_o, S_c/S_o\} for the subcellular spatial razor. For different values of f_n (nuclear fraction of a protein in unstimulated cells), the location in the plane as f_c (cytoplasmic fraction of a protein in stimulated cells) varies over 0 < f_c < 1. The distribution plane is independent of changes in total abundance (S_o) and conservation of mass restricts the data points to the two quadrants for N \rightarrow C (nucleus \rightarrow cytoplasm) or C \rightarrow N redistribution. (B) 3D subcellular spatial razor plot for selected proteins with strong changes for both OXS and OAC. Changes in subcellular nucleo-cytoplasmic distribution are displayed in the \{S_n/S_o, S_c/S_o\} distribution plane while changes in total abundance are displayed on an orthogonal \(S_o\) axis that is color-coded according to the scale at the right. The dashed, green lines correspond to \(\log(S_n/S_o) = 0.8\). For many proteins, changes in total abundance (\(S_o\)) and in subcellular distribution (\(S_n/S_c\)) are not correlated for either OXS or OAC. That is, the changes in compartmental abundance do not simply mirror changes in total abundance (Baqader et al., 2014, Mulvey et al., 2013). (C) Schematic representation of “joint-spatial-razor” plots (\(S_{\text{OXS}}/S_{\text{OAC}}\) vs. \(S_{\text{OXS}}/S_{\text{OAC}}\)). For a single type of “SILAC pair” such as \(S_{\text{OXS}}/S_{\text{OAC}}\), the response to perturbation may be unique to OXS or OAC, SAME or OPPOSITE. SILAC pairs are classified as significant if they lie outside the radial cutoff (dashed circle). For proteins with multiple SILAC pairs \(S_n/S_o, S_c/S_o\), the combination of basal compartmental distribution with changes in total abundance and distribution may result in only some of the SILAC pairs being accepted as significant. Details of the joint-spatial-razor selection procedure are given in the Supplementary Text and experimental examples are shown in Fig. 2.

3.1.b. Classification of Proteins with OXS, OAC, SAME, OPPOSITE or MIXED Response.

For the 401-set proteins, Fig. 2A shows a “joint spatial razor” plot for the 1164 pairs of SILAC ratios quantified in both experiments (average of 2.9 “SILAC pairs” per protein). Some proteins are present in only one of the nucleus/cytoplasm compartments and others show very strong basal skewing of abundance between the two compartments in unperturbed cells. Hence, with the conservative limits on ratio counts(replicates used, all four SILAC pairs \(S_n, S_c, S_o, S_n/S_c\) were obtained for 192 proteins, 2-3 SILAC pairs for 184 proteins and 1 SILAC pair \(S_n\) for 25 proteins. A total of 876 SILAC pairs (average of 2.2 per protein) were classified as significant using the selection procedure described in the Supplementary Text. These significant SILAC pairs were assigned to one of four regions in the joint spatial razor plot (OXS, OAC, SAME, OPPOSITE, Fig. 2B,C).

Each protein was then classified according to the (up to four) SILAC pairs for the protein \(S_n, S_c, S_o, S_n/S_c\). For example, for Complement component 1Q subcomponent-binding protein (C1QBP), Fig. 2E shows that two significant SILAC pairs \(S_c, S_o/S_c\) lie in the OAC-dominant region and two \(S_n, S_o\) lie in the region near the origin, i.e. no change classified as significant was observed in the nuclear compartment or in total abundance in either experiment. The dominant change for C1QBP is N \rightarrow C (nucleus \rightarrow cytoplasm) redistribution for OAC that leads to a substantial increase in cytoplasmic abundance. The projections of the points in the joint spatial razor plot onto the OAC and OXS axes are, of course, the actual SILAC ratios for each individual experiment. The magnitudes of these for C1QBP are shown in the table inset in Fig. 2. Based on their behaviour, C1QBP and Serine hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT2) were
Figure 2. Assignment of significant proteins to behavior classes. (A) Joint spatial razor plots ($S_{OXS}^{OXS} / S_{OAC}^{OAC}$ vs. $S_{OXS}^{OXS} - S_{OAC}^{OAC}$) for 401-set proteins that have pairs of the same SILAC ratio ($S_i$, $S_j$, or $S_i/S_j$) quantified in both experiments and have at least one SILAC pair with one or both of the SILAC ratios in the pair significant in OXS/OAC. SILAC pairs with radius greater than the outer dashed circle are strongly significant and SILAC pairs within the inner dashed circle were not considered significant for assignment to a class (see the Supplementary Text for details of the selection/classification procedures). The circled + and – symbols denote increases/decreases in abundance ($S_i$, $S_j$, or $S_i/S_j$) or $C → N / N → C$ redistribution ($S_i/S_j$) respectively. (B) Assignment of significant SILAC pairs to OXS-dominant and OAC-dominant regions. The angular aperture of the colored slices for OXS/OAC corresponds to a $\geq 4$-fold ratio in the magnitude of $|\log_2(S)|$ between the OXS and OAC SILAC ratios of a pair. The two regions define two sets of data points that are strongly disjoint. (C) Assignment of SILAC pairs to SAME and OPPOSITE regions, where the response trend between OXS/OAC is similar or opposed, but of varying magnitude. (D-F) Examples of the classification of proteins according to the distribution of their SILAC pairs over the four regions defined in B and C. (E) Proteins with all significant SILAC pairs in the OXS-dominant or OAC-dominant regions. (F) Proteins with all significant SILAC pairs in the SAME or OPPOSITE regions. (G) Proteins that show MIXED behavior and have significant SILAC pairs in more than one of the four regions. Table. Numerical data for the proteins shown in (D-F). Details of the classification procedure are given in the Supplementary Text. A summary of data for all 401 significant proteins is given in Supplementary Table 2, which also includes an interactive plot for selection of individual proteins or of defined subsets of proteins.
assigned to the OAC set of proteins, i.e. proteins that showed significant changes predominantly for cell cycle arrest at the origin activation checkpoint. Similarly, 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 (PSMD5) and RAB5A were assigned to the OXS set of proteins (Fig. 2E), Protein kinase C delta-binding protein (PRKCDBP) and Ferritin light chain (FTL) were assigned to the SAME set of proteins, and electron transfer flavoprotein subunit A (EFTA) and heat shock protein 105kDa (HSPH1) were assigned to the OPPOSITE set of proteins (Fig. 2F). Note that for the OAC, OXS, SAME and OPPOSITE sets of proteins, changes both in total abundance ($S_t$) and in redistribution ($S_n/S_c$) contribute to the compartmental changes in abundance ($S_n$ and $S_c$). Overall, there were 89, 67, 87 and 61 proteins in the OXS, OAC, SAME and OPPOSITE sets. In fact, the combination of two mechanisms (changes in total abundance, compartmental redistribution) and two compartments (nuclear, cytoplasmic), together with different skewing for different proteins of the basal distribution between the two compartments in unperturbed cells, led to more complex behaviour for 97 proteins (the MIXED set, Fig. 2D). For example, Protein SET shows a substantial increase in total abundance for OAC and OXS, but strong N→C redistribution predominantly for OAC. This results in strong increase in cytoplasmic abundance for both OAC/OXS, but strong decrease/moderate increase in nuclear abundance for OAC/OXS.

Overall the data shows that a majority of proteins (245/401) show substantial changes for both OXS and OAC. Only a minority of proteins were more specific to OAC (67) or to OXS (89). Changes in total abundance and in nuclear/cytoplasmic distribution both contribute to significant changes in nuclear or cytoplasmic abundance and both are crucial in the intertwining of the responses to the two perturbations. Many proteins achieve significant changes in nuclear and/or cytoplasmic compartmental abundance through a combination of these two mechanisms. The identity of all proteins assigned to each response class is shown in Supplementary Table 2 (filter: CLASS = OAC, OXS, SAME, OPPOSITE, or MIXED).

Finally, although 401 proteins show changes of varying amplitudes, only 49 proteins within the 401-set were classified as showing strong changes for both of OAC/OXS (Supplementary Table 2, filter: SELECTION = OAC;OXS;RADIAL). This group of proteins, referred to as the 49-set hereafter, suggests that cross-talk between OAC and OXS may be dominated by a relatively small set of crucial proteins (see below).

3.1.c. Trademarks for oxidative stress and DNA replication.

“Guilt by association” strategies to predict gene function from multiple, large sets of correlations in transcript/protein expression, or to identify genes characteristic for complex diseases from large population studies of mutations, often run into problems with so-called “multi-functional” proteins. Our hypothesis is that such proteins tend to correspond to core cellular processes such as control of oxidative state or of cell cycle state. Furthermore, we hypothesize that these core processes can be ubiquitously engaged/affected to greater or lesser degree in response to a plethora of more specific perturbations, e.g. exposure to a hormone or a pharmaceutical, or to specific mutational changes. If so, defined “trademarks” that are specific for core cellular processes could aid in factoring out core responses (“multi-functional” proteins) and be helpful in the discovery of the crucial changes characteristic of more specific cellular perturbations.
Figure 3 shows a heat map of the changes observed for the disjoint sets of proteins assigned to the classes OXS, SAME and OAC. The strong orthogonality of the OXS and OAC sets is consistent with their use as trademarks. Evidence for the relevance of this type of unbiased screening is exemplified by the enzymes of the glycolytic cascade, where the two isoforms of hexose kinase (HK1, OXS; HK2, OAC) show different features that seem to complement known roles of these proteins in determining the metabolic fate of glucose and in the metabolism of cancer cells (Supplementary Figure S-1).

For the 97 proteins in the SAME class, there is substantial similarity between OAC and OXS. For all four parameters (S_n, S_c, S_t, S_n/S_c) there is a reasonably high degree of correlation (0.61 < R^2 < 0.75) with slopes ~ 1 (Supplementary Figure S-2). This indicates similar response to OXS and OAC in both direction and magnitude in the network of these proteins and is further evidence for strong intertwining of the OXS and OAC processes. The possible uses of such “trademarks” are considered further in the Discussion.


Although both OXS and OAC are strong perturbations that cause cell cycle arrest, the 401-set of significant proteins indicates that only about 5% of all proteins show appreciable changes in compartmental abundances for either perturbation. Changes for total abundance (S_t) and for distribution (S_n/S_c) both contribute to significant changes in compartmental abundance (S_n and/or S_c) for many proteins. Oxidative stress and suppression of DNA replication at the origin activation checkpoint are strongly intertwined. For the 401-set of significant proteins, appreciable changes for both perturbations were observed for 245 proteins and only 89/67 proteins were more specific to OXS/OAC respectively. Only about 1-2% of proteins (49-set) show strong changes in abundance and/or distribution for both OXS and OAC. That is, changes in relatively small numbers of proteins may dominate spatial coordination of function across cells.

3.2. Dynamic Behaviour of Core Protein Complexes.

We began the search for subsystem networks in cellular response to OAC/OXS by examination of the 1846 (partially redundant) curated and experimentally verified human protein complexes with well-defined functional context that are compiled in the CORUM database. Our experiments monitored 797 proteins included in at least one CORUM protein complex. For the 401-set, 196 proteins were part of 381 CORUM complexes. Supplementary Table 3 shows these 381 complexes and the monitored/significant proteins.
We focussed on the 49-set of proteins that showed strong changes for both OAC and OXS. There were 65 CORUM complexes that included one or more of the 49-set proteins. They include 447 unique proteins, of which 355 were monitored in the experimental 4048-set and 19/74 proteins were in the 49-set/401-set of proteins with significant changes. Construction of an r = 1 overlap matrix to test for the inclusion of proteins in multiple complexes (Supplementary Figure S-3) indicated that the proteins partition to 16 groups of complexes (Table 1). Apart from complexes associated with ribosomes and ribosome biogenesis, there was only very limited overlap of proteins between different groups (Supplementary Figure S-3). Notable is that for both OAC and OXS the cellular response seems to include a wide variety of different processes and of different subcellular organelles/locations.

3.2.a. The Spliceosome, Proteasome and Ribosomes.

Table 1 includes large, core complexes such as the spliceosome, proteasomes and ribosomes. Extensive coverage was obtained for the spliceosome (133/143 proteins quantified for both OXS and OAC), ribosomes (73/81) and the proteasome (38/40), and each had some proteins included in the 401-set. Figure 4 shows the behaviour of proteins from these complexes.

For the spliceosome, 129 of 133 proteins showed very modest changes for both OXS and OAC with no significant change in abundance in either the nuclear or cytoplasmic compartments (Fig. 4). Over these 129 proteins, the average changes in SILAC ratios (S+/S−, S− and S+/S−) were (1.07, 0.94, 1.07, 1.14) for OXS and (0.92, 0.97, 0.94, 0.92) for OAC. Only four proteins showed significant changes in compartmental abundance. Various types of changes that may represent regulation of the spliceosome or signalling to other subcellular locations about spliceosome function were observed for Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 (SSRM2, classified as OPPOSITE), Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 (PABPC1, MIXED), Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 (IGF2BP3, MIXED), and Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 (NUDT21, OAC). The spliceosome is grouped with complexes involved in mRNA decay in Table 1 and other proteins such as SSB were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Partitioning of 49-set proteins over 65 CORUM complexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Number of: CORUM complexes, proteins in CORUM complexes, proteins in 4048-set (detected proteins).
2 Diagonal of the radius = 1 overlap matrix showing 49-set and 401-set proteins contained in CORUM complexes. The complete overlap matrix including off-diagonal entries is given in Supplementary Figure S-3, which also shows the CORUM complex IDs, all proteins in the complexes and all detected proteins as well as joint spatial razor plots for the 19 proteins of the 49-set assigned to CORUM complexes.
Table 1: Changes in ribosome abundance and differential expression of proteins involved in the ribosome lifecycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex/Protein</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>OXS Log(S)</th>
<th>OAC Log(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U2 spliceosome</td>
<td>IGF2BP3</td>
<td>MOXED</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUDT21</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PABPC1</td>
<td>MIXED</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRRM2</td>
<td>OPPOSITE</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average (129 proteins)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteasome</td>
<td>PSMD5</td>
<td>OXS</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSMD4</td>
<td>OXS</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSMD3</td>
<td>OXS</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average (35 proteins)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60S ribosome</td>
<td>RPL12</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPLP0</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPLP2</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average (17 proteins)</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40S ribosome</td>
<td>RPS27A</td>
<td>OXS</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPS2</td>
<td>SAME</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPS10</td>
<td>MIXED</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPS17</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average (28 proteins)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. SILAC ratios that are significant are bold. Averages are italic.

Figure 4. Joint spatial Razor plots and numerical data for proteins included in the spliceosome, proteasomes and cytoplasmic ribosomes. Outlier proteins had significant changes in the nuclear and/or cytoplasmic compartments included in CORUM complexes with overlapping sets of proteins that are associated with mRNA decay. That is, there are indications for cross-talk between mRNA processing/decay in response to OXS/OAC.

A similar pattern was observed for ribosomes. The only outlier for OXS was RPS27A, which showed appreciable increase in total, nuclear and cytoplasmic abundance. RPS27A has been shown to interact with the MDM2/p53 signaling system involved in response to ribosomal stress by binding to MDM2, suppressing MDM2-mediated p53 ubiquitination and degradation, leading to p53 activation and cell cycle arrest.29 RPS27A is synthesized as an ubiquitin-S27a fusion protein precursor from which ubiquitin is released. There is evidence that the mono-ubiquitin component released from RPS27a is not important for the MDM2/p53 signaling system and has other functions that seem to involve the nuclear envelope.29,30 RPS27a apparently binds to a different domain of MDM2 than some other ribosomal proteins,29 suggesting these effects might be parallel or alternative to well-studied effects of ribosomal/nucleolar stress proteins such as RPL5 or RPL11.31 The possible connections to oxidative stress revealed by the increase in nuclear RPS27A (Fig. 4) have been little researched, but we note that no indications for apoptosis or for caspase activation were perceptible under the conditions used for the OXS experiment.11

The OAC data also seems to reveal new features related to ribosomes. The large ribosomal subunit and small subunit each had three clear outlier proteins (RPL12, RPLP0, RPLP2, RPS2, RPS10, RPS17) that showed substantial increase in nuclear abundance for OAC. These proteins have not been identified in studies of p53-related ribosomal stress. A recent review of 51
ribosomal proteins with reported functions outside of ribosomes only included that RPS10 and RPS17 have been correlated with Diamond-Blackfan anemia ribosomopathies\textsuperscript{32} that involve erythroid precursor failure.\textsuperscript{33} We note that nucleophosmin (NPM1) has been connected to certain aspects of ribosomal stress,\textsuperscript{32} is included in the 401-set and shows a parallel increase in nuclear abundance for OAC. These proteins seem to represent a previously unknown response to arrest of DNA replication that might be related to other ribosomal/nucleolar stress or ribosomal biogenesis pathways that are being identified in mammals,\textsuperscript{33} where there are also indications of appreciable differences to model systems such as yeast.\textsuperscript{34}

For both OXS and OAC there was a trend of moderate average decrease in cytoplasmic ribosomal abundance that resulted in the inclusion of 18 other ribosomal proteins in the 401-set (Table 1). An interesting feature was that the average decrease in cytoplasmic abundance of the large ($\bar{S}_{\text{cyt}}^{\text{OXS}} = 0.87$) and small ($\bar{S}_{\text{cyt}}^{\text{OXS}} = 0.83$) ribosomal subunits changed in parallel for OXS, but decreased more strongly for the large subunit ($\bar{S}_{\text{cyt}}^{\text{OAC}} = 0.76$) than for the small subunit ($\bar{S}_{\text{cyt}}^{\text{OAC}} = 0.93$) for OAC (Figure 4). There was considerable overlap of 401-set proteins between ribosomes and ribosomal biogenesis (Table 1, Supplementary Figure S-3). Analysis of the Nop56p complex (96/104 proteins quantified for both OXS/OAC) and of proteins in FIB-associated complexes (3/6) identified 13 proteins with appreciable changes (Supplementary Figure S-4) that suggest possible differences in ribosome biogenesis between OXS and OAC that may contribute to the balance of large/small ribosomal subunits. These included RPLP0, RPLP2 and RPS17 noted above as well as the DDX21 RNA helicase that has recently been suggested to be required for association of late-acting snoRNPs with human pre-ribosomal complexes.\textsuperscript{35}

Of the 38 proteins monitored for proteasomes, 35 had similar changes in nuclear or cytoplasmic abundance (Fig. 4). These showed a slight increase in total abundance and modest C $\rightarrow$ N redistribution that slightly increased average nuclear abundance for OXS only ($\bar{S}_{\text{nuc}}^{\text{OXS}} = 1.33$) and resulted in inclusion of 16 proteasomal proteins in the 401-set. Three proteins showed different behaviour. 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunits 5 and 6 (PSMD5, PSMD6) had more substantially increased nuclear abundance for OXS only. Proteasome activator complex subunit 3 (PSME3, MIXED) showed very strong N $\rightarrow$ C redistribution for OAC that strongly increased its cytoplasmic abundance and reduced substantially its nuclear abundance, leading to a 2.6-fold change in its nuclear/cytoplasmic distribution. Note that the proteasome is not included in Table 1. That is, proteasomal response to OXS/OAC seems to be largely orthogonal and not to include strong cross-talk (Fig. 4).

A general feature for these large core complexes was that most component proteins exhibited at most limited changes, leading to modest average changes for the complex, which may nonetheless be functionally important. The significant changes in limited numbers of outlier proteins could be consistent with regulation of the activity of the large complex by specific proteins, e.g. changes in PSME3 and PSMD5,6 may differentially regulate proteasomal activity in the cytoplasm/nucleus. Alternatively, redistribution could involve transmission of selective messages about the level of functional activity of the complex to other subcellular locations/processes, e.g. the redistribution of spliceosomal NUDT21 to the cytoplasm for OAC. Of the 235 proteins monitored for spliceosomes, proteasomes and ribosomes, 13 showed significant changes in nuclear or cytoplasmic abundance. Mechanistically, these changes were dominated by redistribution between compartments for 9 proteins, change in total abundance
for 2 proteins, and by a combination of both for 2 proteins, i.e. subcellular redistribution was more prominent than changes in total abundance.

3.2.b. Emerin Nuclear Envelope Complexes

Table 1 contains one group of proteins assigned to an emerin complex that provides an example of a different pattern for participation of complexes in cellular response. The nine different emerin complexes included in CORUM include 59 proteins that are involved in nuclear envelope interactions. There was essentially no change in the total ($S = 0.97/1.05$ for OXS/OAC) or compartmental abundance of emerin. However, of the 44 monitored proteins, 8 showed significant changes. The sets of proteins included in the different emerin complexes are partially overlapping, but further analysis (Supplementary Figure S-5) indicated that the predominant changes are in the three emerin complexes 24, 25 and 52. Emerin complex 24, which includes DNA replication licensing factors MCM2,4,6, shows proteins with significant changes only for OAC. Emerin complexes 25 and 52 appear to have crosstalk between OXS and OAC mediated by IQGAP1 and SSB. However, rebalancing of the relative abundance of the three complexes as a consequence of changes in total abundance and distribution of individual proteins could result in functional intertwining of all three complexes.

3.2.c. The CCT, ATP5 and ATP6 Complexes

The selective variation of small numbers of component proteins in the above complexes is in contrast to a few complexes for which the changes encompassed all or most proteins in the complex. For example, all eight subunits of the CCT protein-folding complex showed strong C → N redistribution solely for OXS that strongly increased their nuclear abundance with little or no change in total abundance (Supplementary Figure S-6). This was associated with strong increase in total and nuclear abundance for Ubiquitin-associated protein 2-like (UBAP2L), which is involved in membrane fusion processes with the CCT complex. Similarly many subunits of ATP synthase (ATP5) showed strongly decreased nuclear abundance only for OXS. For the human V-type ATPase (ATP6) complex, one subunit (ATP6VOD1) was included in the 49-set. An increase in nuclear abundance, mediated both by increases in total abundance and by C → N redistribution was observed for many subunits of V-type ATPase for both OXS/OAC, with indications that differential behaviour of the V0 and V1 subcomplexes may contribute to differential cross-talk between OAC/OXS (Supplementary Figure S-6).

3.2.d. Promiscuous Proteins and the PCNA Nuclear Control Axes.

A general property of the complexes compiled in CORUM is that there are some proteins that are shared between many different complexes (Table 2). For example, CORUM includes 27 different complexes for PCNA (Table 1). In other cases proteins of the same type combine in many different ways, e.g. integrins and collagens. The present evidence suggests that such proteins may be dynamically involved in multiple, different complexes in response to cellular perturbations and that redistribution over such groups of complexes may provide dynamic cellular control axes.
For PCNA (Table 1, 49-set), the r = 1 overlap matrix included components of three key PCNA complexes: {PCNA, RFC2-5}, {PCNA, XRCC5,6} and {PCNA, DNMT1, EHMT2}, all of which except EHMT2 were included in the 401-set. Variation of the proteins in these complexes contributes to both the OXS and OAC response networks (Fig. 5). For example, for PCNA the dominant feature for both OXS and OAC is strongly reduced nuclear abundance occasioned by strong N → C translocation, with little change in total or cytoplasmic abundance. For the complex {PCNA, RFC2-5}, which is intimately involved in DNA replication, all four RFC proteins also decrease in nuclear abundance for both OAC and OXS (more strongly for OAC), but this is a consequence of decreased total RFC2-5 protein abundance. For the complex {PCNA, DNMT1, EHMT2}, which is involved in chromatin replication and methylation of both DNA and histones, DNMT1 nuclear/total abundance decreases strongly, but no evidence of change for EHMT2 was detected (with a small number of SILAC counts). The decreased nuclear abundance for the components of these two complexes is consistent with decreased DNA replication and cell cycle arrest for both OXS and OAC. Finally, for the {PCNA, XRCC5,6} complex, which is based on colocalization at sites of DNA damage and might be indirect, there is a modest decrease/strong increase in the nuclear/cytoplasmic compartmental abundance of XRCC5,6 only for OAC as a consequence of strong N → C redistribution. That is, for this complex all changes in nuclear abundance are dominated by redistribution without significant changes in total abundance of the proteins.

These proteins are involved in 77 non-redundant CORUM complexes. Scanning of these complexes identified 76 further proteins that were quantified for both OXS and OAC, but only two that were included in the 401-set: DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (PRKDC) and Vigilin (HDLBP). The {PRKDC, XRCC5, XRCC6} complex is best known for DNA damage repair processes, but PRKDC has also been shown to be involved in numerous other activities including innate immune response, response to hypoxia, metabolic control, and transcriptional control. The vigilin {HDLBP, PRKDC, XRCC5, XRCC6} complex is thought to participate in chromatin silencing.

To further explore the involvement of complexes related to PCNA in the response to OAC/OXS, we constructed an r = 2 overlap matrix for PCNA-related complexes using a slightly expanded search set to identify 77 CORUM complexes containing 160 unique proteins. The resulting overlap network (Fig. 6) together with the experimental data suggests that the
three core complexes \{PCNA, RFC2-5\}, \{PCNA, XRCC5,6\} and \{PCNA, DNMT1, EHMT2\} have crucial roles in response to both OXS and OAC. The three core complexes define four largely independent branches for the 160 component proteins of the 77 complexes. For example, 139/160 proteins are found in only one branch. PCNA is the only protein shared by the DNMT1 branch with other branches. PCNA, RPA1 and TOP2A are the only proteins shared between the 41 proteins of the PCNA branch and the 65 proteins of the XRCC5,6 branch. The slightly greater overlap between the PCNA and RFC2-5 branches (15 proteins) largely involves a couple of highly similar complexes which do not contain PCNA/RFC2-5.

The proteins in the 401-set of significant changes are exclusively in the three core complexes or the associated vigilin complex. A striking feature is that the three core PCNA complexes are not subsumed into larger complexes, with the exception of the novel clamp loader complex \{PCNA, RFC2-5, CHTF18, DSCC1, POLH\}. Instead, subsets of the three core complexes participate in many other “peripheral” complexes. That is, the dominant feature of the response to OXS and OAC may be dynamic redistribution of the amounts of the different “peripheral” nuclear complexes as a consequence of changes in total abundance and compartmental distribution of a few constituents of the three core complexes. That such redistribution over the abundance of different complexes may be a major control mechanism is consistent with the observation that globally the protein components of many crucial transcriptional and chromatin remodelling complexes do not show significant changes in total or compartmental abundance for the individual proteins (Table 3), even though both OXS and OAC are strong perturbations that lead to cell cycle arrest. A salient feature is that changes in both total abundance and in compartmental redistribution are intimately intertwined in the control axis. More extensive analysis of nuclear interaction networks suggests that other proteins may also be involved (see below).

3.2.e. Conclusions Regarding Core Protein Complexes.

All of the analysed complexes show dynamic changes for OXS and/or OAC. One extreme involves changed spatial distribution of the entire complex, e.g. the increased nuclear abundance of the CCT protein folding/membrane fusion complex. Another extreme involves various large “molecular machines” for which only a few “messenger” proteins show changes, e.g. the spliceosome and IGF2BP1, NUDT21, PABPC1, SRRM2; the proteasome and PSMD5,6, PSME3; and, ribosomes and RPL12, RPLP0, RPLP2, RPS2, RPS10, RPS17, RPS27A. “Promiscuous” proteins such as PCNA and its partners XRCC5,6, HDLBP, DNMT1, PRKDC and RFC2-5 seem to change the distribution of abundance over many, but specific nuclear complexes, with corresponding rebalancing of many different functions. Coordinated changes of several proteins may redistribute abundance among groups of related complexes, e.g. emerin nuclear envelope complexes 24, 25 and 52 and C1QBP, G3BP1, HNRNPK, HNRNPU, IGGAP1, LMNB1, MCM2, SSB. Identification of proteins that are dynamic participants in core complexes and show changes in total abundance and/or compartmental distribution depending on functional context provides prioritized target lists of key proteins. The alternative spatial locations/functions of such “promiscuous” and “messenger” proteins should be prime targets for studies of spatial coordination of cellular function, with special emphasis on those where the major change involves a different compartment than the “molecular machine”, e.g. NUDT21 and the spliceosome.
Figure 6. Mapping of 401-set and 49-set proteins to an r = 2 overlap matrix for 77 complexes found with the indicated search set. In addition to the seven changed proteins of the 401-set contained in the r = 1 overlap matrix for PCNA (Table 1), we added RFC1, which forms a complex with RFC2-5, as well as EHMT1,2 (EHMT2 for the PCNA-DNMT1-EHMT2 complex and EHMT1 as an alternative possibility for histone methylation since EHMT2 was identified by the legend change). The assignment of the proteins to different experimental sets is indicated by the number label at the legend. The numbers enclosed in diamonds indicate the number of highly overlapped CORUM complexes that were combined to simplify visualization. For the four indicated branches the table inset shows the number of: unique proteins, total proteins (diagonal), and shared proteins (off-diagonal) as well as the total number of proteins that are contained in one to four branches.

**Table 3. Exemplary Transcriptional and Remodelling Complexes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex name</th>
<th>CORUM ID</th>
<th>number of subunits</th>
<th>matches to 4084-set/1-set detected in 4084-set (gene name)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RNA polymerase II heloenzyme complex | 103      | 24                 | 19 / 0
| Mediator complex                  | 230      | 11                 | 32 / 0
| DCP2 complex                      | 508      | 6                  | 14 / 0
| BRG1-SIN3A complex                | 713      | 14                 | 14 / 0
| BRM-SIN3A-HDAC complex            | 806      | 6                  | 12 / 0
| SIN3 complex                      | 54       | 7                  | 7 / 0
| MeCP1 complex                     | 659      | 9                  | 9 / 0
| SWI/SNF chromatin-remodelling complex | 5184   | 5                  | 5 / 0
| NuA4/Tip60 HAT complex            | 529      | 16                 | 12 / 0
| Integrator complex                | 1152     | 12                 | 11 / 0
| NCO1 complex                      | 1413     | 10                 | 10 / 0
| NCO2 complex                      | 1505     | 7                  | 6 / 0
| TFIIH complex                     | 509      | 12                 | 6 / 0
| TFIIH subcomplex (stable core)    | 3010     | 5                  | 4 / 0

*Many additional complexes are shown in Supplementary Table 3.*

3.3 Nuclear import/export and vesicle-mediated transport processes
Although they are suggestive of systematic changes at many subcellular locations, the above analyses based on protein complexes only accounted for 19 of the 49-set of proteins with strong changes for both OAC and OXS. We therefore investigated other mechanisms of cellular control based on protein transport processes.

In concert with the concept that the subcellular location of many proteins is dynamic, a substantial proportion of proteins in the 401-set correspond to proteins classified by GO as involved in nuclear import/export/maintenance/localization (Table 4A) or involved in endocytosis/exocytosis/vesicle-mediated protein transport (Table 4B). For both of these general classes of subcellular transport, a large number of child processes were monitored by our experiments. Examples are shown in Table 4. The full lists of the GO identifiers, the significant proteins and their partitioning over the different processes are given in Supplementary Table 4 (nuclear import-export) and Supplementary Table 5 (vesicle trafficking). Examples of joint spatial razor plots for specific processes are given in Supplementary Figures S-7 (GO:0006913; nucleocytoplasmic transport) and S-8 (GO:0006897; endocytosis).

For any given transport process, the 401-set typically included only a small minority of the 4048-set proteins annotated to the process, which is consistent with selective changes in the subcellular transport processes engaged for OXS and OAC. Similarly, only a minority of the 401-set proteins were included in the 49-set, which is consistent with the possibility that such

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Summary of Data for Subcellular Transport Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Nucleocytoplasmic Transport / Localization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number unique genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>example processes numbers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation of nucleocytoplasmic transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein localization to nucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0001217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuclear export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Endocytosis, Exocytosis, Vesicle-Mediated Transport</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number unique genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>example processes numbers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0032000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0001757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:1903543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0002576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0016192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0008922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
processes might be modified by changes mainly in a few key proteins.

Conversely, many proteins are annotated to multiple processes. For example, RAB7A is annotated to “endocytosis”, “regulation of exocytosis”, “positive regulation of exosomal secretion” and “vesicle fusion” (Table 4B) as well as a further three child processes in the GO ontology (Supplementary Table 5). For each of these processes, the group of 401-set proteins varies considerably, which is consistent with the idea that RAB7A can interact with different sets of proteins to participate in a variety of different subcellular transport processes. Similar characteristics are observed for many other proteins (Table 4, Supplementary Tables 4 and 5).

3.3.a. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis, endosomal-lysosomal sorting, Golgi pathway.

There are indications in the data that fluxes in the subcellular transport of proteins are systematically altered by OXS/OAC. For example, constituents of the AP3 adaptor complex showed strongly decreased total and cytoplasmic abundance only for OAC (Fig. 7A). This complex controls intracellular trafficking pathways through its role in regulating the delivery of proteins to late endosomes and lysosomes by a scaffolding function which brings together membrane lipids, sorting signals present in the cytosolic domains of membrane proteins, components of the vesicle fusion machinery and additional components of the vesicle formation apparatus. In contrast, components of the AP2 complex showed little change in total or cytoplasmic abundance, but an increase in nuclear abundance only for OAC that is produced by C → N redistribution. This complex is crucial for clathrin-mediated endocytosis, but no significant change was observed for clathrins (CLTA, CLTB, CLTC, CLTCL1; Supplementary Table 1). Conversely, a series of RAB proteins (RAB-1A, 2A, 6A, 8A) showed decreased nuclear abundance with little change in total or cytoplasmic abundance only for OXS. These proteins are annotated to a wide variety of subcellular transport processes including endocytosis, exocytosis, and Golgi vesicle transport (Supplementary Table 5). In contrast, COPI coatamer proteins showed C → N redistribution that produces increased nuclear abundance with little change in total or cytoplasmic abundance for both OXS and OAC (Fig. 7A). These proteins are intimately involved in Golgi vesicle transport. Of these four subsystems, three are dominated by changes...
in subcellular distribution rather than changes in total protein abundance. The nuclear changes appear to represent directed, selective changes in protein fluxes to/from the nucleus since most of these proteins show little change in total or cytoplasmic abundance.

3.3.b. Cytoplasmic vesicles.

Other processes seem to be controlled by changes in total abundance. For example, we identified a set of proteins classified as SAME that show strong changes in total abundance, that are annotated to cytoplasmic vesicles and that are involved in exocytotic processes as well as in degranulation of a variety of different cell types including platelets, mast cells and natural killer cells (Fig. 7B). Conversely, HMOX1, which showed very strong SAME increase in total, nuclear and cytoplasmic abundance (far outside the scale of Fig. 7B, see Fig. 2C), belongs to this group and has roles as the rate-limiting enzyme in the oxidative catabolism of heme-b, maintenance of iron homeostasis, and cytoprotection against cell death by inhibiting apoptosis, oxidation, inflammation and cell proliferation (Morse-2009). HMOX1 is also annotated to regulation of exocytosis and negative regulation of mast cell degranulation by GO. That is, it is unclear whether exocytosis might be a common response to both OXS and OAC or whether these changes reflect a generalized change in fluxes of vesicle-mediated trafficking for both perturbations.

3.3.c. Small GTPase mediated signal transduction.

The importance of subcellular trafficking in response to OAC/OXS is further emphasized by changes in proteins that are associated with small GTPase mediated signal transduction and/or with GTPase activity (Table 5). For example, the 401-set contains 36 proteins annotated by GO to these identifiers. Eleven of the proteins were assigned to the OXS class. RAP2B is the only protein assigned to the OAC class. The majority of the proteins were assigned to the SAME, OPPOSITE and MIXED classes, including six MIXED proteins included in the 49-set (RAB7A, RAB18, RRAS2, COL1A2, GNB2L1, TUFM). The changes include complex redistributions between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments that are achieved by changes in both total abundance and redistribution (Supplementary Figure S-9). For example, RAB18 shows strong SAME decrease in nuclear abundance, while RAB5B and RAB7A show OPPOSITE increase/decrease in nuclear abundance for OAC/OXS respectively. Similarly complex patterns were observed for many other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. 401-set Proteins Annotated to Small GTPase Mediated Signal Transduction and/or to GTPase Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB11A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB7A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAP2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL1A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJB1P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJB2P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQGAP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB11B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAB5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQSTM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GTPase activity</th>
<th>protein names</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>MAGNITUDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNB2</td>
<td>Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2</td>
<td>OPPOSITE</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNB2L1</td>
<td>Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1</td>
<td>MIXED</td>
<td>STRINGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAP1A</td>
<td>Ras-related protein Rap-1A</td>
<td>OXS</td>
<td>STRINGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR1A</td>
<td>GTP-binding protein SAR1a</td>
<td>OPPOSITE</td>
<td>STRINGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUFM</td>
<td>Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial</td>
<td>MIXED</td>
<td>STRINGENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 GO identifiers: GO:00007264 and GO:0003924
2 Gene names for 49-set proteins are shown in bold italics.
3 Magnitude of the changes in the order STRINGENT > STRICT > MODERATE (see Supplementary Text).
signalling proteins (Supplementary Figure S-9) and constitute further evidence for strong intertwining/cross-talk between OAC and OXS.

3.3.d. Conclusions regarding transport processes.

The 49-set included 18 proteins involved in subcellular transport with strong changes for both OXS and OAC. Some of these (KPNA2, KPNB1) are “classical” nuclear import/export proteins. Other proteins are “classical” vesicle-mediated transport proteins (AP2 and AP3 adaptor complex proteins, COPI coatamer proteins, various RAB proteins) that may have roles in dynamic nuclear redistribution of proteins that are more important than is currently generally appreciated. Still other proteins (HMOX1, FTH1, FTL, TIMP1, SERPINE1, SDCBP) are all included in cytoplasmic vesicles and many of these seem to equilibrate facilely between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments. For example, HMOX1, FTH1 and FTL show large SAME increases in total abundance that in the context of OXS seem to be equilibrated between the nuclear/cytoplasmic compartments in the four hours following the TBP challenge. These might represent “balancers” for general levels of vesicle-mediated transport, with the disposition and consequences of such transport influenced by the many proteins classified as MIXED or OPPOSITE (Tables 4, 5, Fig. 7C, Supplementary Figure S-9). Overall, the data suggests that many of the proteins annotated to specific subcellular transport processes may be selectively or transiently involved with individual processes depending on functional context and that any specific transport process may be substantially altered by changes in abundance or spatial distribution of a small number of key proteins.

3.4 Plasma Membrane/Extracellular Matrix - Nucleus Communication.

The observation of significant changes for substantial numbers of proteins involved in endocytosis, exocytosis or vesicle-mediated trafficking suggests that many membrane-bounded organelles may be changed by OAC/OXS. We have previously shown that in IMR90 cells there are at least 371 proteins present in the nucleus that are annotated by GO to mitochondria. Of these, 39 were found to show significant changes in response to OXS.11 Here we take the plasma membrane as an example. GO annotates 5136 proteins to the plasma membrane and 4557 to the extracellular region, with 1403 proteins annotated to both. Not all of these will be expressed in all cell types. We monitored 1667 proteins annotated to either location, of which 243/34 were included in the 401-set/49-set. The 401-set included significant changes in the nucleus for 125 proteins ($S_n$) and in the cytoplasm for 82 proteins ($S_c$). The 49-set included significant changes in the nucleus for 21 proteins ($S_n$) and in the cytoplasm for 23 proteins ($S_c$). The data thus contains strong indications that among the proteins that distribute to the nucleus and the plasma membrane/extracellular region, changes in compartmental abundance of proteins can cause changes in plasma membrane processes, that these changes are communicated to the nucleus and that correlated changes in the nucleus and in/at the cell membrane contribute to cross-talk between OAC/OXS.

3.4.a. Caveolae.

A specific example is provided by the plasma membrane caveolar invaginations that are common in epithelial cells (Fig. 8A). Functions involving caveolae have been proposed to include mechano-sensing-protective roles, regulation of lipid transport, scaffolding for signaling events, and endocytotic vesicles.47-50 We monitored 15 caveola-related proteins for which their GO annotations include experimental evidence (Fig. 8A). Recent work indicates that caveolins form plasma membrane complexes with Polymerase I and transcript release factor (PTRF, cavin 1), Serum deprivation-response protein (SDPR, cavin 2) and Protein kinase
C delta-binding protein (PRKCDBP, cavin 3)\textsuperscript{,47,51} We observed specific changes in compartmental abundance of these proteins (Fig 8A). For example, for caveolin-1 (CAV1), but not CAV2, and only for OXS, C → N redistribution led to substantial decrease in cytoplasmic abundance. For cavins 1 and 3, SAME C → N redistribution was observed to strongly decrease cytoplasmic abundance with little change in total abundance and moderate increase in nuclear abundance. For cavin 2, there were indications of substantial increases in nuclear and total abundance for OXS, albeit with smaller numbers of SILAC ratio counts (Supplementary Table 1). The ATPase EHD2 shows OPPOSITE behaviour with appreciable increase/decrease in total, nuclear and cytoplasmic abundance for OAC/OXS respectively. Plasma membrane calcium-transporting ATPase 4 (ATP2B4) showed strong increase in cytoplasmic abundance for OAC and appreciable decrease in nuclear abundance for OXS, dominated by increase in total abundance for OAC and by N → C redistribution for OXS (Fig. 8A). GO includes inferred annotations to caveolae for two other proteins that showed strong changes in our experiments (HMOX1, MYOF).

Overall these results suggest that functional processes involving caveolae are intimately linked to high level cellular processes such as DNA replication/cell cycle or oxidative control and that changes in both total abundance and subcellular distribution of individual components of caveolar systems, including in the nucleus, are essential features of the associated plasma membrane processes. In fact, as indicated by their names, the cavins were originally identified as modulators of transcriptional and serum deprivation response activities. Although the changes in CAV1 may reflect vesicle trafficking/endocytotic processes, the differential behaviour of CAV1 and cavins1-3 suggests that in the context of OAC/OXS the dominant plasma membrane features may involve coupled changes in total abundance and compartmental location of these proteins rather than vesicle trafficking per se. Given recent evidence that cavin1-cavin2 and cavin1-cavin3 form different subcomplexes\textsuperscript{51} and given the different response of cavins2,3 to OAC/OXS (Fig. 8A), this suggests that competition for formation of different coat complexes may be important for modulating caveolar function in the plasma membrane. Recent reports linking cavin 3 in the plasma membrane to balancing of ERK and Akt signalling\textsuperscript{52} as well as links of cavin 3 to...
circadian rhythms and the clock proteins PER/CRY\textsuperscript{53} suggest complex roles associated with subcellular redistribution of caveolar components.

3.4.b. Extracellular Matrix Related Proteins.

Although functionally important, the significant changes observed for the caveolae-related proteins are mostly in the 401-set. Only PTRF (cavin 1) and PRKCDBP (cavin 3) were included in the 49-set. A number of other proteins in the 49-set (Table 1, Fig. 8B) are related to collagens (COL1A1, COL1A2), integrins (ITGA5), matrix metalloproteinases (MMP14), receptor endocytosis (TFRC, GNB2L1), cell adhesion (SDCBP) and proteins induced by transforming growth factor beta (TGFBI). We used an \( r = 2 \) overlap matrix of the CORUM complexes to look for relationships amongst these proteins and identified 252 related proteins, of which 135 were monitored and 28 included in the 401-set.

The four 49-set proteins (COL1A1, MIXED; COL1A2, MIXED; ITGA5, SAME; MMP14, SAME) show a complex pattern of distribution over many different extracellular matrix complexes, variable but strong changes in total/compartmental abundance (Fig 8B), as well as interactions with at least 90 other proteins. Matrix metalloproteinase 14 (MMP14, also known as MT1-MMP) has long been known to promote tumor cell invasion and metastasis\textsuperscript{54} by ECM remodeling, but there is also increasing evidence for a variety of other roles in cellular signaling systems.\textsuperscript{55} Construction of a \( r = 2 \) overlap matrix (Supplementary Figure S-10) for their CORUM complexes identified connections of these four proteins to a number of other 401-set proteins including integrins ITGA1 (SAME) and ITGB1 (OXS), Basigin (BSG, also known as CD147, EMPPRIN; OXS), tetraspanins CD9 and CD63 (OAC), TIMP1 (SAME), RAP1A (OXS) and catenins CTNNA1, CTNNB1, and CTNND1 (OXS). A variety of apparently previously unreported changes were observed, e.g. strong decreases in nuclear abundance for OXS of BSG, ITGB1 and RAP1A (Supplementary Figure S-10). There are other “matricellular” proteins\textsuperscript{56} such as SPARC that show appreciable nuclear/cytoplasmic changes for OAC/OXS. Their nuclear functions remain poorly defined, although SPARC has been connected with the cell cycle.\textsuperscript{57} Evidence was obtained that is suggestive of extensive SNARE-based vesicle-mediated transport between the nuclear compartment and the cytoplasmic compartment involving SNAP23, VAMP3, STX7, and STX12 as well as numerous RAB proteins (RAB1A, RAB2A, RAB5A, RAB5C, RAB6A, RAB8A, RAB11B, RAB14). This system potentially transports proteins such as ITGB1, BSG, LGAL1, LMAN1 and UTRN that have roles in the plasma membrane/extracellular matrix, but it may also be related to increasing evidence for endosomal vesicle involvement in early stages of mitosis (see Supplementary Figure S-10). Changes in 33 proteins related to TGF\( \beta \) signalling were detected.

3.4.c. Other Proteins.

For TGFBI, SDCBP, GNB2L1, and TFRC, CORUM contained a single complex. Overlap matrices for the proteins in each of these complexes indicate that these four proteins have intimate involvement with many cellular processes. These include various signalling systems (GNB2L1: RAS, MEK, ERK, SRC), receptor trafficking (TFRC: SNX internalization, retromer trafficking, IGF2R retrieval), catenin-related signalling (SDCBP: S-phase cell cycle) and nuclear processes (TGFBI: transcription, mRNA processing, DNA repair, proteasomes). The distribution over these processes might be partly based on competition for different crucial components of the processes in a manner similar to the PCNA core complexes.

3.4.d. Conclusions regarding plasma membrane/ECM – nucleus communication.
Overall the data suggests that substantial remodelling of extracellular matrix and plasma membrane interactions at the cell surface involving collagen-integrin and other interactions is an integral part of both the OXS and OAC responses, that this is accompanied by nuclear changes, and that some aspects of such remodelling are shared by OXS/OAC while other aspects are unique to OXS or OAC.

There has long been evidence for the involvement of other endocytotic proteins\textsuperscript{58,59} and growth factors\textsuperscript{60} in the nucleus. In fact our data suggests there are also distribution processes that connect many other subcellular locations with the nucleus. Based on these results we suggest that dynamic rebalancing of extracellular matrix/plasma membrane complexes involving integrins (ITGA1, ITGA5, ITGB1), collagens (COL1A1, COL1A2), tetraspanins (CD9 and CD63), catenins (CTNNA1, CTNNB1, CTNND1), related proteins such as PTRF, PRKCD6P, MMP14, TFRC, GNBP1, SDCBP, TGFBI, BSG and various signalling systems may constitute another dynamic control axis in which changes in compartmental abundance influence distribution between different functional complexes, trafficking with the nucleus and hence functional response.

3.5 The Protein Interaction Network.

The previously described results emphasize that a large number of cellular processes at diverse subcellular locations can be changed by the OAC/OXS perturbations, that changes in both total protein abundance and subcellular distribution are crucial, and that there is complex cross-talk between OAC/OXS. Many other sub-networks, which are too numerous to include here, are apparent. Much of presently available information on these processes has been obtained by focussed studies of the individual processes/locations with limited attention to the possibility of high level, coordinated processes that are spatially integrated over many cellular locations. At the same time, attempts to record information that would allow construction of electronic models of cells have recently tended to concentrate on two types of data: (1) Changes in total abundance of proteins (and other entities such as miRNAs), whether measured by proteomics or transcriptomics; and, (2) local interactions of molecules, especially the physical protein-protein interactions in complexes that are essentially invisible to the genomic methods.

To see to what extent presently available information of these types might be adequate to identify more global, higher level, spatially dispersed processes, we used CytoScape\textsuperscript{21,22} to visualize properties of the OXS/OAC interaction networks. We chose to conservatively use only experimentally verified, well-curated human binary protein interactions from CORUM, STRING and REACTOME in this analysis. Larger sets of binary interactions are available from diverse sources, but these may be of less certain quality and reliability, and their association with specific functions is often more ambiguous. We chose to use the latter only as secondary information for further exploration of specific features of the global interaction network (see below). In the present work one of our main goals was to estimate to what extent subcellular trafficking of proteins is a decisive part of cellular function and hence requires collection of data on such trafficking to obtain comprehensive pictures of cellular function. In this context, the next section provides an overview of global features of the interaction network. In section 3.5.b. we look at the quantitative contributions of co-expression and protein-protein binding to the network. We analyse in more detail several local aspects of the global interaction network in the following three sections. Section 3.5.c. illustrates how redistribution of a few key proteins can lead to complex control axes in the nucleus. Section 3.5.d. illustrates how the data can be used to explore possible functional roles of less well-studied proteins. Section 3.5.e.
outlines possible global mechanisms of mitochondrial/nucleus interaction that may be important in a wide variety of disease states.

3.5.a. Global properties of the functional interaction network.

The overall interaction network contains 134,850 binary interaction pairs between the 4048 proteins and is shown in Supplementary Figure S-11. The 49-set and 401-set proteins with significant changes are widely distributed throughout the network. A general characteristic of the full interaction network is that for many of the proteins no significant changes in total or compartmental abundance were detected. This suggests that a relatively small number of proteins control spatial Functional response even though the overall network is enormously complex. We therefore concentrated on networks for the 49-set and the 401-set. The unchanged 4048-set proteins are included at a second stage to provide functional context and interpretation. For example, the putative dynamic distribution of PCNA over different nuclear complexes is recognized by including unchanged proteins.

STRING, REACTOME and CORUM contained 3472 binary interactions that included 382 of the 401-set proteins (Supplementary Table 6). Clustering of the interaction network identified seven large clusters of related proteins with 30 to 76 proteins (Table 6A: combined data set). The identities of the proteins in each cluster, including the clusters calculated using only co-expression and/or binding interactions (Table 6A), are shown in Supplementary Figure S-12. Each cluster in the combined interaction set contains groups of proteins with strong enrichment of specific GO biological process terms, each cluster corresponds to recognizable functional classes (Table 6B), and the clusters have recognizable spatial associations, e.g. cluster 76 involves nuclear processes. Figure 9 shows the interaction network for these proteins. Many of the interactions appear to involve messenger and promiscuous proteins. For example, the 2218 intra-cluster interactions reduce to 1142 at the level of “supernodes” (Fig. 9A).

| Table 6. Structure of the 401-set Interaction Network |
|---------------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| A. Clustering for Subsets of the Binary Interactions.1 | data set | binary pairs unique genes number of proteins in sub-network clusters |
| co-expression | 906 | 148 | (41) [39] [32] [14] [6] [4] [2][3][2][2][2][2][1] |
| binding | 1627 | 305 | (57) [42] [41] [33] [23][22][2][2][1][2][9][6] [5][3][5][2][6][1] |
| co-expression & binding | 1964 | 313 | (69) [51] [42] [34] [31][21][2][21][6][4] |
| combined | 3472 | 382 | (76) [68][59][54][53][35][30][5][2]| 19x[1] |

B. GO Term Enrichment for Clusters of the Combined Data Set 2

1 Calculated with the CLUSTERSTAMP algorithm of Cytoscape. For STRING only medium confidence interactions (score > 0.40) were included. Combined includes co-expression, experimental, text mining, binding, database, etc. from STRING. For REACTOME direct and indirect complexes were included in binding and all interactions in combined. For CORUM binding pairs were constructed for all proteins included in the same complex. The sub-networks with their number of included proteins (n) are shown schematically. The identities of the (n) proteins in each cluster are shown in Supplementary Figure 12 and Supplementary Table 6. Proteins with no pair interactions in the data set correspond to {1}. Two proteins (POLDP2 and SEC22B) had no binary pairs and 17 proteins only had interactions with STRING combined score < 0.40. The p-values are Bonferroni corrected.

2 Calculated with the ClueGO plugin for Cytoscape. Sub-networks with > 5 proteins are shown.
That is, specific subunits of complexes such as PSME3/proteasome have functional roles as messengers. Although the GO biological processes have highly significant p-values (Table 6B), there are also very substantial numbers of binary interactions between proteins in different clusters (Fig. 9A, Supplementary Figure S-12). Since the 1252 inter-cluster interactions reduce to 793 at the supernode level, these interactions also seem to involve a limited number of key messenger and promiscuous proteins. Because they connect different functional classes or molecular machines, the inter-cluster interactions may be particularly important to spatial control. For example, NUDT21, which was identified as an one of four outliers of the spliceosome (Fig. 4), has 11 intra-cluster-\{76\}-\{76\} interactions, 2 inter-cluster-\{76\}-\{53\} interactions to the RPL and RPS supernodes and 1 inter-cluster-\{76\}-\{30\} interaction to PABPC1, which is another spliceosome outlier. The interactions in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments are substantially different (thumbnails in Fig. 9B). This reflects a strong influence for subcellular redistribution in compartmental interactions. Separation of the interaction network according to \(S_n\), \(S_c\), \(S_i\) and \(S_n/S_c\) (Supplementary Figure S-13) shows similarities and differences for OXS/OAC that are suggestive of phase changes. Overall, these features are consistent with the involvement of the 401-set proteins in coordination of different processes at various subcellular locations.

![Interaction network for the 382 proteins of the 401-set corresponding to the 3472 binary interactions identified in STRING, REACTOME and CORUM. (A) The indicated clusters were obtained with the T-fit algorithm of the Clust&See module of CytoScape. To simplify visualization, constituents of large protein complexes with moderate average changes, e.g. ribosomes and proteasomes (Fig. 4), are shown as “supernodes” with grey edges. Outliers were retained as individual nodes. Intra- and inter-cluster interactions are indicated by magenta/green edges. (B) Nucleus and cytoplasm “thumbnails” for OXS illustrating the differential behaviour of the interaction network in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments. The edges joining two proteins (A and B) are color-coded according to the scale by the interaction potentials \(\log_2(S_n^2 \cdot S_c^2)\) and \(\log_2(S_n^2 \cdot S_c^2)\). A full set of all eight thumbnails is shown in Supplementary Figure S-13. More sophisticated modelling is in principle possible with data sets of the present type. For all](image-url)
binary pairs in the present interaction network, Supplementary Table 6 provides spatially resolved quantitative measures of compartmental changes in pair interaction potentials (S*S) for the nucleus and cytoplasmic compartments, as well as for the changes in total abundance and redistribution that produce the compartmental changes.

3.5.b. Contributions of Gene Co-expression and Protein-Protein Binding.

STRING provides several types of scores (co-expression, binding, experimental, text mining, etc.) for each binary interaction. We used these to look at the contribution of different kinds of interactions to the functional network. Of the proteins in the 49-set, 47 had direct interactions with other proteins in the 49-set in the STRING database (Fig 10A, upper off-diagonal region). That is, our data captured interactions that are consistent with previous information. STRING records substantial co-expression for three groups of 49-set proteins (lower off-diagonal region in Fig. 10A): {RPS2; RPS10; GNB2L1}, {SET; PRMT1} and {HSPA9; GRPEL1}. These are a small minority of all substantial direct interactions (Fig. 10A) and only a minority of the 401-set proteins exhibited co-expression (Table 6A). This suggests that gene co-expression is not the dominant contributor to the strongest cross-talk responses between OAC and OXS. Many of the substantial direct interactions for the 49-set were in fact captured in STRING from conventional low-throughput experimental studies and/or text mining, suggesting that there may be many functional relationships that are not captured efficiently by gene co-expression data.

![Figure 10](image-url)

Fig. 10. STRING combined scores (upper off-diagonal region), co-expression scores (lower off-diagonal region, panel A) and binding scores (lower off-diagonal region, panel B) for pairs of proteins included in the 49-set. The proteins are ordered alphabetically by gene name. The magnitude of the scores is indicated by the legend at lower right. Medium confidence levels are defined by scores ≥ 400. For co-expression, in the experimental data {RPS2, RPS10, GNB2L1} were characterized by modest changes in S; and were included in the 49-set on the basis of increases in nuclear abundance associated with C → N redistribution. {SET, PRMT1} showed SAME increases in S, but changes in the nuclear/cytoplasmic compartments were dominated by N ↔ C redistribution (Supplementary Table 2). For {HSPA9, GRPEL1}, changes in S did not appear to be correlated and compartmental changes in abundance were dominated by N ↔ C redistribution (see Section J below). For binding, the {KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET} group is further analysed in section H. The experimental changes for the {GNB2L1, NCL, PABPC1, RPS10, RPS2, SSB} group are shown in Supplementary Table 2.
A similar analysis of the full 401-set (Table 6: co-expression data set, Supplementary Figure S-12B) suggests that for cross-talk between OAC and OXS measurements of correlations in gene co-expression predominantly capture information about (moderate) correlated changes in total abundance of core cellular complexes such as ribosomes, proteasomes, ATP5, ATP6, etc.

A similar analysis was carried out for the contribution of known protein-protein binding interactions to cross-talk between OXS/OAC (Fig. 10B). Notable is that there are only a few pairs of 49-set proteins with direct binding interactions and only two sets of proteins that are interconnected by substantial binding interactions: {KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET} and {GNB2L1, NCL, PABPC1, RPS10, RPS2, SSB}. These results suggest that many of the 49-set proteins are isolated from each other and predominantly distributed over quite different sets of local interaction partners as these are currently known. This is in concert with the dispersion of the 49-set proteins in the overall global network for the 4048-set (Supplementary Figure S-11) and could be consistent with inclusion of the proteins in different functions as a consequence of transfer between different subcellular locations. The analogous analysis for the full 401-set (Table 6A: binding data set, Supplementary Figure S-12C) suggests that high throughput binding data is also only capturing efficiently a limited subset of previously identified interactions.

As a further test of whether present data on binding interactions (inclusion in complexes) and on gene co-expression can account for the experimental interaction network, we compared the connectivity of the 401-set interaction network when only the binding or the gene co-expression binary interactions were included (Table 6A, Supplementary Figure S-12). In general the network was substantially fragmented, some of the network clusters were either not identified or included far fewer proteins, and substantial numbers of proteins had no connections to clusters. Connectivity improved using the union of co-expression and binding data, but remained fragmented (Table 6A, Supplementary Figure S-12).

These results suggests that interactions that are dominant in the context of cross-talk between OAX and OXS have been captured by forms of correlation (conventional experimental data, text mining, etc.) that go beyond the known direct binding interactions or gene co-expression captured in high throughput experiments. We suggest that subcellular transport of proteins is a major contributor (see below).

Much more sophisticated modelling is in principle possible with data sets of the present type. For all binary pairs in the present interaction network, Supplementary Table 6 provides spatially resolved quantitative measures of compartmental changes in pair interaction potentials (S*S) for the nucleus and cytoplasmic compartments, as well as for the changes in total abundance and redistribution that produce the compartmental changes.

3.5.c. An extended PCNA / SET / PTMA / HMOX1 nuclear control axis.

The 49-set of proteins with the strongest response for both OXS and OAC include two further proteins with strong binary interactions with PCNA: SET and PTMA. These three proteins were used to construct a local interaction matrix for OXS in which the binary interactions are differentiated according to co-expression, binding and other interactions and the experimental changes are mapped to those binary pairs that have at least medium confidence (Fig. 11). For PCNA, the interaction matrix largely reproduces the properties deduced from the analysis of CORUM complexes (section 3.2.d). For example, the strong N → C redistribution for PCNA results in strongly reduced amplitudes for the binding interaction pairs in the nucleus of the three branch points previously identified. As shown in Figs. 6 and 11, these branch point
proteins (DNMT1, RFC2-5, XRCC5,6) connect with only a few other proteins involving strong pairwise changes, i.e. the interaction matrix is consistent with PCNA having transient, redistributable interactions with multiple core functional complexes. However, the

Fig. 11. The local STRING-based interaction network for OXS around the 49-set proteins PCNA, PTMA and SET. A set of 287 binary pair interactions was constructed by identifying a set of 54 additional 401-set proteins with direct interactions with the three 49-set seed proteins (r = 1, STRING combined score > 400). KPNA2 and KPNN1 were analysed separately (Fig. 10). To facilitate comparison with the spatially resolved experimental data, the STRING interaction pairs were classified into three types as shown in the upper portion of the figure: (a) co-expression, (b) binding, and (c) other interaction pairs, the latter without (a) or (b) and many of which are largely based on text-mining or other experimental correlations. The experimental S_data for each pair A-B was then mapped to the STRING co-expression pairs (S_A • S_B), upper off diagonal region) while the experimental S_data was mapped to the STRING binding pairs (S_A • S_B, lower off diagonal region). The mechanism(s) underlying the correlation of the other pairs is often ambiguous and these pairs were therefore included symmetrically with mapping to S_A • S_B (upper off-diagonal region) and to S_A • S_B (lower off-diagonal region). Changes in total abundance for individual proteins (S_i) were mapped to the diagonal. The off-diagonal interaction pairs with |log_S2(S_A • S_B)| ≥ 0.4 are indicated by light black outlining. The three branch points of the PCNA control axis identified in section D are indicated by the heavily outlined purple, pink and green binding/nuclear interaction pairs. Horizontal/vertical solid lines though the diagonal identify direct interaction partners for PCNA, PTMA, SET, DNMT1, CTNNB1 and HMOX1. Short walks on the nuclear binding matrix (r ≤ 3, dashed lines) are shown for SET and CTNNB1 (see text). The lower left plot shows the joint spatial razor plot for PCNA (SAME class), PTMA (OPPOSITE) and SET (MIXED). The lower right plot shows the correlation
experimental data is also consistent with binding interactions between PCNA and a substantial number of other proteins detected in the nucleus including ANXA2, CBX1, CDC42, FUS, HIST1H4A, HSPD1, PRKDC, RPS3, SUB1 and YBX1. The strongest co-expression interactions are observed for PTMA and SET, while the other interactions include possible binding with catenin β1 (CTNNB1) and HMOX1 as well as co-expression with TIMP1. An \( r = 2.3 \) walk on the nuclear binding matrix for CTNNB1 crosses with PCNA at several points and includes CDC42, ANXA2 and FUS. In short, PCNA shows a multitude of interactions that suggest its strong N \( \rightarrow \) C redistribution is a crucial aspect of response to OXS and also to OAC (see below).

SET also appears to be a critical component of response to OXS, with nuclear binding interactions to FTH1, NME1 and XPO1 as well as indications for co-expression interactions with ANP32E, FTH1, HSPH1, PCNA, PRMT1 and XRCC6. The \( r = 2.3 \) walk for SET on the nuclear binding matrix suggests that changes in the nuclear abundance of SET can interplay with a variety of other proteins including CCT2, HSP90AA1, HSPA4, HSPH1 and RSP3. The connections to heat shock proteins and the CCT complex may be crucial (see below).

A third crucial protein seems to be HMOX1. It shows co-expression interactions with SERPINE1 and TIMP1. The other interactions suggest possible nuclear binding interactions with FTH1, HSP90A1, HSPA4, MCM5 and PCNA and possibly co-expression with these proteins as well as KRAS. The connection to MCM5 is of interest because suppression of the CDC7 kinase (for OAC) induces cell cycle arrest at the origin activation checkpoint for DNA replication by reducing phosphorylation of the MCM complex.8,10

The data contains clear evidence that analyses based only on changes in total abundance of proteins may miss important functional relationships. For example, of the 287 STRING binary pairs, 228 correspond to cases where both \( S_n \) and \( S_t \) were measured for both proteins in both experiments. Comparison of the magnitudes for the co-expression (\( S^c_n \times S^c_t \)) and nuclear binding (\( S^b_n \times S^b_t \)) pairwise interactions (lower right panel, Fig. 11) indicates that changes in total abundance do not adequately reflect the potential changes in nuclear binding interactions. For example, only 101 (44%) of the pair interactions show a ratio \( |\log_2(S^b_n \times S^b_t)/(S^c_n \times S^c_t)| \leq 0.5 \), i.e. 0.71 \( \leq (S^c_n \times S^c_t)/(S^b_n \times S^b_t) \) \( \leq 1.41 \). There are variations in the ratio \( (S^c_n \times S^c_t)/(S^b_n \times S^b_t) \) of up to 4-fold and 56 (25%) of the binary interactions show variations greater than 2.5-fold.

Many crucial nuclear binding interactions are clearly susceptible to strong modulation via nuclear-cytoplasmic redistribution of key proteins. Although the exemplary \( r = 2.3 \) walks on the nuclear binding matrix suggest strong functional intertwining, there are few short pathways between SET and PCNA (SET-NME1-RPS3-PCNA over binding interactions and SET-FTH1-HMOX1-PCNA over other pairs). SET and PCNA show moderate co-expression interaction (\( \log_2(S^c_n \times S^c_t) = 0.85 \), mostly due to SET (\( \log_2(S^c_t) = 0.70 \)). The PCNA-HMOX1 other interaction is substantial (\( \log_2(S^c_n \times S^c_t) = 3.11 \), \( \log_2(S^c_n \times S^c_t) = 1.43 \) for co-expression/binding respectively) and the other pathway SET-FTH1-HMOX1 is also substantial (Fig. 11), both mainly as a consequence of the very strong increase in HMOX1 abundance (\( \log_2(S^c_t) = 2.96 \)). There are ambiguities in the role of the PCNA-PTMA-SET pathway (see below).

The joint spatial razor plot suggests that there are two major distinguishing differences between OXS and OAC among PCNA, SET and PTMA. First, SET shows substantial increases in total
and cytoplasmic abundance for both OAC and OXS, but strong N → C redistribution that substantially reduces its nuclear abundance only for OAC. This difference is associated with major changes in the interaction network (Fig. 12). Note that the trend for change in total abundance of SET is similar for OAC and OXS as are the co-expression interactions with FTH1, HSPH1, PCNA, PRMT1 and XRCC6. The same is true for co-expression interactions involving HMOX1 with SERPINE1 and TIMP1. In contrast, the strong decrease in the nuclear abundance of SET has very strong effects on the nuclear binding interaction network. Conversely, many of the co-expression, binding and other interactions for PCNA and HMOX1 show much more moderate changes in magnitude between OXS and OAC. Changes for the MCM and RFC complexes and other proteins such as RRM2 and SMC4 are perhaps not surprising in the context of suppression of DNA replication by suppression of CDC7 kinase and may be associated with nuclear envelope changes of emerin complexes (section 3.2.b). More unexpected are the striking nuclear differences for the CCT complex and numerous heat shock proteins, which are reminiscent of the systematic changes in subcellular protein transport systems such as AP complexes and RAB proteins (section 3.3.a).

The second major distinguishing difference between OXS and OAC amongst PCNA, SET and PTMA is the opposite behaviour of PTMA total/cytoplasmic abundance (Fig. 11). The present experimental data leaves some ambiguity regarding the possibility that PTMA connects the PCNA and SET subsystems. For OAC, the decrease in total/nuclear abundance of PTMA ($S_s, S_n = 0.68, 0.55$) is correlated with co-expression interactions with PCNA and with other interactions with HIST1H4A and HSPA1A. The potentials for nuclear binding interactions of PTMA involving PCNA and SET are substantially decreased and those involving HIST1H4A and HSPA1A are more moderately decreased. For OXS, PTMA showed an opposite, substantial increase in total/cytoplasmic abundance ($S_s, S_c = 1.70$), which is reflected in the co-expression and other interactions with PCNA, HIST1H4A and HSPA1A. All of this is consistent with an important role for PTMA in connecting the PCNA and SET subsystems. The ambiguity arises because PTMA was not detected in the nucleus for OXS. Although an artefact of the MS sampling cannot be fully excluded, the increased total abundance of PTMA for OXS suggests this might reflect strong N → C redistribution that depletes nuclear PTMA and directs PTMA to cytoplasmic anti-apoptotic functions (see discussion). On the other hand, note that
PTMA seems to be an important connection of PCNA and SET to the nuclear transport karyopherins KPNA2 and KPNB1 (Fig. 10). Overall the set of proteins {KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET} and their interactions appear to constitute a “spatial switch” in which compartmental rebalancing of key proteins potentially modulates many core nuclear processes. The nuclear-cytoplasmic trafficking of these proteins connects to many processes at other subcellular locations (see discussion). There is clearly a strong connection to HMOX1 and FTH1, but the mechanism(s) are ambiguous and appear not to involve KPNA2 and KPNB1.

3.5.d. An “orphan” protein - POLDIP2 and Oxidative Stress.

There are many other local networks contained in the overall interaction network (see discussion). The extent to which these can be interpreted in terms of specific mechanisms is dependent on the coverage of the binary interactions available for the subset of proteins. As we have noted previously, this is often limited by lack of information about the nuclear roles of proteins with known functions in mitochondria, the plasma membrane, etc. Conversely, the local networks often suggest specific groups of proteins for which further investigation would be profitable. We illustrate this feature with an analysis of Polymerase delta interacting protein 2 (POLDIP2), a protein that has been under investigated, but which has indications for a crucial role in balancing oxidative stress responses in the nucleus, mitochondria and the plasma membrane and changes in DNA metabolism in the nucleus and mitochondria. STRING, REACTOME and CORUM do not contain human binary interactions for POLDIP2. STRING contains a small number of binary interactions for mouse and rat POLDIP2. Because POLDIP2 has been little investigated, these are mostly co-expression interactions of quite moderate magnitude. BioGrid contains a small number of binding interactions for human POLDIP2 gleaned mostly from low throughput experiments. These interactions identified five proteins (ICT1, PCNA, SHMT2, TRAP1, TUFM) that were included in our experimental 401-set (Fig. 13, selection set). We used these five proteins and their interactions within the joint human STRING, REACTOME and CORUM interactions to identify 42 further proteins in the 401-set that had interactions with at least two of the selection set proteins (Fig. 13, analysis set). This is effectively a constrained r = 2 walk on the interaction matrix starting at POLDIP2.
Fig. 13. Analysis of proteins related to POLDIP2. (A) Joint spatial razor plot for POLDIP2 and the 5 proteins used as a selection set. (B) Joint spatial razor plot for 48 proteins of the 401-set with human STRING interactions to at least two of the selection set proteins. (C) STRING combined score interaction network for OXS for the nuclear (upper off diagonal) and cytoplasmic (lower off diagonal) compartments. For the five proteins in the selection set, the insert at upper right shows a side-by-side comparison of their off diagonal intersections with POLDIP2 for the nuclear (N) and cytoplasmic (C) compartments.

For this set of 47 proteins that are potentially related to POLDIP2, the resulting interaction matrices in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments for OXS reveals a number of interesting features (Fig. 13). Although nominally “mitochondrial” proteins are predominant in the selection set (ICT1, SHMT2, TRAP1, TUFM), the large changes in binary interaction potentials are predominantly in the nuclear compartment. The pairwise changes for interaction of these selection proteins with POLDIP2 are modest, but for all four proteins the nuclear interactions are maintained/increased at the expense of cytoplasmic interactions. The PCNA/POLDIP2 binary interaction shows a modest reverse behavior. Conversely, PCNA is again a protein with strong changes in nuclear binary interaction potentials with many other proteins, amongst which “mitochondrial” proteins such as ATP5A1, ATP5B, SDHA and the mitochondrial import system protein GRPEL1 are prominent and several other mitochondrial proteins are included. This local perspective of the overall response to OXS suggests that mitochondria/nucleus retrograde signalling is important in response to OXS. Interestingly there is also a strong local nuclear interaction pathway involving SDHA and Transferrin receptor protein 1 (TFRC) with PCNA. The frataxin complex {AFG3L2, ATP5L, FXN, HSPA9, HSPD1, LYRM4, SDHA}, which is involved in iron storage and mitochondria (Table 1), includes four proteins with significant nuclear changes in our experiments. These interactions suggest nuclear connections to the important changes in iron/heme proteins, including HMOX1, FTH1 and FTL, that we have previously described for OXS. However, the crucial link(s) to the PCNA-SET-PTMA-HMOX1 axis remains to be characterized. POLDIP2 has recently been shown to be connected to the cell cycle, but the present data suggests that this may be indirect and involve POLDIP2-PCNA interactions. One plausible link is
cooperation/competition between PCNA and POLDIP2 in binding to POLD and other DNA polymerases.\textsuperscript{62-64} There is further literature implicating POLDIP2 in interactions with the plasma membrane proteins CEACAM, NOX4 and EFG\textsuperscript{R},\textsuperscript{65,67} the mitochondrial proteins LONP1 and TUF\textsuperscript{M}\textsuperscript{68,69} and to a possible role linking POLDIP2 to reactive oxygen species and balancing of nuclear, plasma membrane and mitochondrial response to oxidative stress.\textsuperscript{11} Further investigation of the role(s) of this protein in responses to oxidative stress is warranted.

3.5.e. Chaperones and Retrograde Mitochondria to Nucleus Signalling.

Many chaperones as well as the CCT complex that is involved in both \textit{de novo} protein folding and membrane fusion events, have strong interactions in the 401-set (e.g., Figs. 11-13). In this section we illustrate the potentially crucial importance of such proteins in the context of mitochondrial import and of the retrograde mitochondria to nucleus signalling that is critical to many cellular functions.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition to those proteins mentioned above, we have previously shown that substantial numbers of other mitochondrial proteins are present in the nucleus of IMR90 cells and that a small proportion of these mitochondrial proteins show nuclear responses to OXS or OAC.\textsuperscript{9,11} The joint analysis of the two data sets reveals complex cross-talk between the two perturbations that tends to be dominated by N ↔ C redistribution rather than changes in total protein abundance (Fig. 14A). The changes for some proteins are primarily for one or the other perturbation, e.g. C1QBP/MDH2 (OAC) or LONP1/ALDH18A1 (OXS). Other proteins show clear cross-talk, e.g. EFTA (OPPOSITE) or PYCR1/HADHA (MIXED). As we have described previously, proteins of the proline regulatory axis (GLS, GLUD1, ALDH18A1, ALDH4A1, OAT, PYCR1.2) show systematic changes in compartmental abundance for OXS that correlate with major, opposite changes in collagen abundance and distribution.\textsuperscript{11} This system connects proline/arginine metabolism with glutamine metabolism, is coupled to NADH usage/production and has been proposed to play a major role in cancer metabolism.\textsuperscript{71} The redistribution mechanisms and the extent to which nuclear functions of mitochondrial proteins such as ALDH18A1 and PYCR1 are involved in the proline regulatory axis are subjects of on-going investigations.

Import of proteins into mitochondria has been extensively studied and mechanisms are known that direct proteins to the inner/outer mitochondrial membrane, the inter-membrane space or the mitochondrial matrix.\textsuperscript{72} Much less is known about partitioning of mitochondrial proteins to the nucleus or about their disposition to the nucleoplasm or nuclear envelope. Some prototypes for changes in the partitioning of proteins between the mitochondria and the nucleus in connection with the mitochondrial unfolded protein response are known,\textsuperscript{73} although the location/function(s) of such proteins in the nucleus are often unknown. REACTOME describes a key complex in systems for import of mitochondrial proteins from the cytoplasm \{HSPA9, GRPEL1, TIMM44, GRPEL2, PAM16, DNAJC19\} (REACT_120135.1), in which HSPA9 constitutes the ATP-motor for translocation of proteins into the mitochondrial matrix.\textsuperscript{74} This complex interacts with the TIMM complex \{TIMM17A, TIMM17B, TIMM21, TIMM23, TIMM50\} (REACT_119853.1) in mitochondrial matrix protein import. The mitochondrial proteases PMCPA, PMPCB and PITRM1 are involved in processing of import pre-sequences.

For OXS/OAC particularly pronounced experimental changes were observed for GRPEL1, HSPA9, and TIMM44. Other mitochondrial import proteins in these complexes were in the 4048-set of proteins with little change (DNAJC19, TIMM17A, TIMM21, TIMM50) or were not detected (GRPEL2, PAM16, TIMM17B). For IMR90 cells, the major changes in DNAJ
chaperones were for highly abundant DNAJA1 and for DNAJC9. A striking feature is the redistribution of GRPEL1 and HSPA9 (Fig. 14B). GRPEL1 is classified as SAME and is similar to PCNA, i.e. a major decrease in nuclear abundance with limited change in total or cytoplasmic abundance as a consequence of strong N → C redistribution for both OXS and OAC. In contrast HSPA9 shows MIXED behaviour with strong increase in total abundance for OXS/OAC, but strong opposite redistribution. The consequence is a strong increase in nuclear abundance of HSPA9 for OXS, but strong increase in cytoplasmic abundance for OAC.

To assess possible functional significance, we constructed local STRING-based interaction networks for DNAJA1, GRPEL1, HSPA9 and TIMM44 (Fig 14C). The interaction networks suggest that the potential for mitochondrial import of many proteins can be substantially altered by changes in their total abundance in coordination with the abundance and distribution of GRPEL1, HSPA9 and TIMM44 (upper off-diagonal region). Even proteins that are not imported to mitochondria could influence this potential by competition for available GRPEL1, HSPA9 and TIMM44. These potentials change in ways that differ appreciably between response to OXS and OAC and seem to be consistent with substantial differences in protein import to mitochondria in response to OXS/OAC. There are also strong changes in the total abundances of the PMPCA, PMPCB and PITRM1 proteases (Supplementary Table 2).
A striking result in our data is that these same proteins are present in the nucleus and show complex nuclear changes for OXS/OAC (Fig. 14B). Interestingly, concurrent changes in compartmental distribution result in different apparent binding interaction potentials in the nucleus (Fig 14C). HSPA9 is distributed to and has many crucial functions in other locations besides mitochondria and the nucleus, including in exocytosis, endocytosis and cytoplasmic sequestering of p53, but 47/93 proteins included in the interaction network and detected in the nucleus are annotated by GO to mitochondria. This includes a number of metabolic enzymes such as ALDH18A1, ATP5A1, DLD, DLST, GLUD1, ETF, IDH3A, MDH2, SDHA, SDHB, and SHMT2 (Supplementary Figure S-14). HSPA9 is known to exist in the nucleus. For example, HSPA9 and ATP5A1 have been detected as components of the COPS nuclear
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signalosome\textsuperscript{76} and nuclear HSPA9 also interacts with the retinoic acid receptor to promote neuronal differentiation.\textsuperscript{77} There has been much recent progress regarding metabolic coupling between the nucleus and mitochondria in cellular function, e.g. in the context of cancer.\textsuperscript{78-80} However, although many proteins such as p53, prohibitin, various cyclins, nuclear hormone receptors, etc. also exist in both locations, study of dynamic, global partitioning of proteins to both organelles remains a topic ripe for exploitation. Although speculative, we hypothesize that complex changes in the abundance and subcellular location of key proteins such as GRPEL1 and HSPA9 could provide a basis for coordination of nuclear/mitochondrial response to perturbations such as OXS and OAC. It is unlikely and probably functionally counterproductive that nuclei would have an import system identical to mitochondria. However, such strong changes can certainly have influences on mitochondrial import that could alter subcellular partitioning of many proteins. This includes p53, which binds to HSPA9 and partitions not only to the cytoplasm and nucleus but also to mitochondria.\textsuperscript{81-83} Other chaperones such as DNAJA1, DNAJC9 and DNAJC19, as well as the various other heat shock proteins in the 401-set may also be involved in nuclear import/retention and might depend on compartment or cell type. What is also increasingly clear is that the nuclear envelope is not simply a passive barrier, but is actively involved in many cellular responses.\textsuperscript{84-87}

3.5.f. Conclusions regarding functional networks.

The interaction network for the 4048-set of proteins is exceedingly complex and contains over 134,000 binary interactions. However, the present quantitative results identify 3472 strongly intertwined interactions for the 401-set that dominate both OXS and OAC responses. The changes in abundance/distribution are clustered in fundamental cellular processes such as DNA replication, extracellular matrix and cell-cell interactions, metabolic and energetic processes, translation, intracellular protein transport, and proteasomal degradation of proteins. The primary spatial associations of each process and their joint involvement emphasizes that response to OXS/OAC is spatially dispersed across cells. 2218 intra-cluster interactions that are partially the same for OXS/OAC modulate these subsystem functions. 1242 specific binary pairs dominate cross-process interactions. The changes of the interaction networks in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments are different and are suggestive of phase changes. Protein co-expression and protein-protein binding interactions do not adequately account for the changes, indicating a major role for subcellular protein transport. Local “hotspots” in the overall interaction network can be identified. For example, correlated changes in promiscuous proteins such as PCNA, PTMA and SET seem to use a KPNA2, KPNB1 nuclear import/export system in a control axis that changes numerous nuclear processes. The proteins GNB2L1, NCL, PABPC1, RPS10, RPS2, SSB may constitute a similar promiscuous control axis. The interaction network provides a means to identify functional relationships for orphan, little-studied proteins such as POLIDIP2 that for OXS may have spatially dispersed roles in the nucleus, plasma membrane and mitochondria. The network also suggests that proteins such as HSPA9 and GRPEL1 that are critical components of mitochondrial import systems also have a major role in retrograde mitochondrial to nucleus communication.

4. DISCUSSION.

At the molecular level living cells are exquisitely interconnected complex adaptive systems in which intertwined genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolic networks all play a crucial role. At the same time, cells are spatially heterogeneous systems in which subcellular compartmentalization of different functions is ubiquitous and requires efficient cross-
compartmental communication. The present results indicate that data on the dynamic spatial reorganization of proteins provides an essential complement to studies of cellular function based on high throughput measurements of total abundance or of differential expression. They suggest that dynamic, coordinated redistribution of multitudinous proteins to different subcellular locations in response to cellular functional state is at least as important as overall changes in the abundance of proteins or other molecules such as miRNAs. In this context we consider three topics in the following. (1) We suggest that information on dynamic spatial redistribution of proteins is essential to obtain comprehensive pictures of cellular function. (2) We describe how spatial data of the type presented here can provide priorities for further investigation of crucial features of spatial coordination. (3) We suggest that the present data is related to increasing indications that much of subcellular protein transport is constitutive and that perturbation of these constitutive transport processes may be related to cancer and other diseases.

4.1 Spatial Switching of Cellular Function.

The present data contains indications that there are aspects of cellular function that are not captured efficiently by measurements of gene expression, whether measured by abundance of RNA transcripts or of proteins. Despite vast numbers of measurements aggregated by databases such as STRING, gene co-expression scores only identified about 37% of the proteins and 26% of the binary interactions for the 401-set (Table 6). Although measurements of direct protein-protein binding are presently less extensive, these identified a greater proportion of proteins (76%) as interactors. This proportion did not increase much (78%) with the union of co-expression and binding interactions, suggesting that a plateau in the usefulness of gene co-expression measurements may have been reached. More extensive direct high-throughput measurements of global protein-protein binding may still increase the proportion of proteins identified as interactors, but we suspect that for a variety of reasons these will also reach a plateau in their usefulness: (1) transient binding interactions may be difficult to capture, (2) distribution of the same protein over multiple functional roles may be difficult to identify, (3) strong non-linearity in cellular function means that only a small proportion of a given protein may be involved in a specific function, i.e. there may be dynamic range difficulties for individual proteins, (4) the available methodologies are not optimal for very high throughput application to wide ranges of functional contexts and cell types, etc. Direct binding only detected 47% of the interaction pairs and even the union of binding and co-expression only detected 56% (Table 6). Much more sophisticated mathematical modelling of data of the present type is possible and will eventually be necessary to construct electronic models of cells, but even this simple analysis suggests there are important contributions that are not being captured. Both of these types of global measurements largely ignore features long known from more conventional cell biology approaches: cells are functionally and spatially inhomogeneous, such heterogeneity is an essential characteristic of cellular function, proteins move and any given protein can only carry out a specific function if it is in the right spatial location.

The present study provides extensive evidence that subcellular distribution and translocation of proteins is a crucial missing link in systems biology analysis of cellular function. As we have described in more detail previously,\textsuperscript{11,88-90} this has long been implicit in the data on subcellular location aggregated by databases such as GO. For example, at a high level of description of cellular location (nucleus, cytoplasm, plasma membrane, extracellular region), the 401-set proteins generally have wide distribution over different locations (Fig. 15). Of the 185 proteins annotated to the nucleus by GO, 90/41/160 are also annotated to the extracellular region,
plasma membrane and cytoplasm respectively. There are very few proteins annotated uniquely to nucleus (21 proteins), plasma membrane (2) or extracellular region (3). About 35% of the 401-set proteins are annotated to three or more high level locations. Of the 70 proteins annotated uniquely to cytoplasm, many have annotations to multiple cytoplasmic organelles at a more detailed level (Fig. 15). In short, there are large amounts of independent data that are consistent with substantial subcellular dispersion/mobility of the proteins in the 401-set. In fact, as with other cell types, the GO annotations seem to underestimate the dispersion of proteins over multiple locations in IMR90 cells. For example, whereas GO annotates 185/401 proteins to the nucleus, we quantitated 313/401 in the nucleus for both OXS/OAC and 265 showed significant changes in $S_n$ for OXS and/or OAC. The dispersion of the 401-set proteins over many subcellular locations is consistent with their involvement in high-level spatial coordination of cellular function. For proteins such as PCNA, SET, KPNA2, KPNB1, etc. that have been intensively studied in the nucleus, functional mechanisms and networks that are coupled with trafficking can be identified. We expect that many of the newly identified proteins will lead to novel mechanisms and networks with further investigation of their nuclear roles. Indeed, we suggest that the local compartmental changes in abundance are the real basis for modulation of cellular function and that comprehensive pictures of function will require identification of the transported proteins and elucidation of the local processes in which these proteins participate. Recent work on human dermal fibroblasts, which proliferate continuously without being cancer cells, indicates that numerous enzymes involved in central carbon metabolism (the TCA cycle and glycolysis) influence entry to S-phase and DNA replication.

We detected changes in the nucleus for a number of these enzymes, which suggests complex, functional networks and the transfer of proteins between different local spatial/enzyme networks requires quantitative monitoring of whole networks rather than of a few individual proteins to distinguish direct, dominant mechanisms from indirect, propagated effects. The magnitude of the responses in highly intertwined networks that cover diverse spatial locations are crucial since propagation and/or alternative, non-monitored functions at other locations may

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>Ex</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Er</th>
<th>En</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>extracellular region</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nucleus</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plasma membrane</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytoplasm</td>
<td>364</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endoplasmic reticulum</td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endosome</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golgi apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lysosome</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitochondrion</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15 GO annotation of the spatial distribution of proteins in the 401-set. Table. Number of proteins annotated to high level spatial descriptors (diagonal, Ex, N, P, C) or jointly to two high level descriptors (off-diagonal). For proteins annotated to cytoplasm, more detailed cytoplasmic locations are shown. Doughnut. Proportion of proteins assigned to 1-4 of the high level spatial descriptors.
well lead to detectable, but secondary effects of some magnitude at some observed location for induced perturbation of many single proteins.

4.2 Prioritizing Discovery of High Level Spatial Integration.

Current wisdom often implies that the most desirable way to examine dynamic cellular properties are experimental time series of the responses to a single type of perturbation. In fact, the limitations of this approach have already been discussed in papers that justify the need for theoretical prediction of fluxes and protein “mislocation” in disease models – the approach leads to an almost infinite set of possible experiments. We feel that a more productive strategy is to drive cells into different (semi)-stable regions of a response landscape (phase changes) and identify the major differences between two such states. By using the checkpoints of the cell cycle we were able to induce cell cycle arrest with two completely different cellular perturbations, neither of which involves direct manipulation of cyclins. The resulting characterization of the responses that are the SAME, OPPOSITE, MIXED or UNIQUE to one of the two perturbations provides a profound view into the complex, spatially distributed interrelationships that are involved in cellular proliferation. This approach provides unbiased “hot spot” characterizations of an exceedingly complex overall network that provide focus for further investigations and that should already be of major interest to many researchers.

The present experiments indicate that for strong perturbations such as oxidative stress or suppression of DNA replication/cell cycle progression, there are large numbers of proteins that show no or modest changes in compartmental abundance and distribution, but only a limited subset of proteins that show substantial changes. These latter proteins seem to be functionally strongly intertwined with only a minority of the proteins more specific to OXS or OAC (Fig. 3). Their extensive distribution over many subcellular locations recorded in databases such as GO suggests that proteins of the 49-set and 401-set may be important contributors to high order spatio-functional organization across the cell. Conversely, the changes are not dominated by very large changes in a few proteins, but rather by more limited changes for substantial numbers of proteins. This type of coordinated network behaviour is reminiscent of very extensive gene expression measurements and is probably what should be expected for the stable networks of complex adaptive systems. Greater depth in global detection of proteins is always desirable and there are some lower abundance proteins for which significant changes were only adequately quantified in one of the two present experimental data sets (Supplementary Table 1). However, the present experiments provide a very significant prioritization of the most relevant proteins and the quantitative, spatially resolved interaction network (Supplementary Table 6) provides a very rich context for further investigations. We estimate from the present data that greater depth in the spatial analysis of OXS, OAC and their crosstalk would be adequately covered by collection of more extensive data for about 500 proteins using MS-based selected reaction monitoring. Apart from increased spatial resolution of “cytoplasm” and more extensive coverage of lower abundance proteins, this should also include more complete coverage of protein sequence to detect variation in transcriptional/translational isoforms and post-translational modifications. For example, we note that isoform 2 of SET was the consensus sequence in our experiments, but that the available peptides do not exclude the co-presence of isoform 1. In general, the observation that a large majority of proteins show limited change suggests that methods for detailed, parallel coverage of roughly 100-500 prioritized proteins may provide a more productive strategy for in-depth elucidation of cellular function than attempts to achieve global monitoring of 10,000+ proteins with much more limited data for the individual proteins. We have addressed technical
issues regarding collection of suitable proteomics data for elucidation of spatial features of function elsewhere \(^9,^{11,88}\) and note here that the use of a conservation of mass test provides a strong framework to select the most reliable changes.

The set of proteins \{KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET\} provides an instructive example of a putative spatial switch, with the concurrent changes described here offering new perspectives that intersect with many nuclear processes (Figs. 6,11,12). We note that in our experiments the bulk of PCNA was in the cytoplasm (Fig. 5). This is in concert with other very recent studies that identify cytosolic complexes of PCNA with many proteins involved in MAPK and PI3K/Akt signaling pathways and in TLR-mediated cytokine secretion.\(^{94}\) This suggests PCNA will also have many cytoplasmic activities and provides starting points for further investigation of control of PCNA nucleo-cytoplasmic transport. Post-translational modifications modulate nuclear activities of PCNA\(^{95,96}\) and the integration of cytoplasmic signaling systems with nuclear trafficking may provide mechanisms that influence the distribution of PCNA over the suggested nuclear functional branches (Fig. 6).

SET has also long been known to be a multi-faceted protein with various roles in the nucleus, including regulation of histone acetylation and transcriptional repression,\(^7\) CTL-mediated apoptosis in combination with NME1,\(^ {98}\) and repression of p53 activity.\(^ {99}\) Its nuclear import has been connected to phosphorylation and to karyopherins such as KPNB1.\(^{100}\) That SET binds to p53 and prevents its acetylation by EP300- and PCAF-mediated processes, thereby inhibiting p53-mediated cell cycle arrest and apoptosis,\(^99\) and that PCNA also binds to EP300\(^{101}\) is possibly a nuclear interaction that could have wide-ranging effects. In the cytoplasm SET is an inhibitor of phosphatase (PP2A) activity and this is closely related to processes such as hematologic malignancies\(^{102}\) or hyperphosphorylation of tau in neuronal cells and Alzheimer’s patients.\(^ {103}\) SET has also been shown to form a plasma membrane complex with RAC1 that stimulates cell migration,\(^ {104}\) to regulate VE-cadherin in mammalian cells\(^ {105}\) and to be recruited to the G-protein-coupled adrenergic receptor complex.\(^ {106}\) Its distribution between the nucleus, cytoplasm and plasma membrane appears to toggle inhibition or promotion of axon growth and regeneration.\(^ {107}\) In the endoplasmic reticulum SET has been identified as part of a complex with three DNAses (NME1, APE1 and TREX1) that traffics with the nucleus and facilitates HIV-1 infection by preventing suicidal autointegration.\(^ {108}\) NME1 is included in the 401-set and its potential nuclear interactions with SET were monitored in our experiments (Figs. 11,12). However, in the context of OAC/OXS changes in nuclear/cytoplasmic abundance of SET and NME1 were not correlated (Supplementary Table 2), i.e. are not dominated by the trafficking of their complex with APE1 and TREX1. The diversity of its many functions suggests that SET, like PCNA, may also be distributed over many functional branches in the nucleus. In contrast to PCNA, the nuclear-cytoplasmic trafficking of SET is already known to have functional consequences at numerous other subcellular spatial locations. It may also be noted that a closely related protein (SETSIP, with a 10 amino acid extension at the amino terminus of SET) has been implicated in reprogramming of fibroblasts into endothelial cells.\(^ {109}\)

In addition to the interactions with PCNA and SET noted above, prothymosin alpha (PTMA) has nuclear interactions with linker H1 histones that may be important for chromatin decondensation and replication.\(^ {110,111}\) It enhances transcription of estrogen receptor,\(^ {112}\) physically interacts with CREB-binding protein to stimulate API- and NF-kB-dependent transcription,\(^ {113}\) and potentiates p53 transcription.\(^ {114}\) Expression of PTMA is positively regulated by estrogen receptor alpha\(^ {115}\) and c-myc\(^ {116}\) and negatively regulated by p53.\(^ {117}\) A potentially decisive connection with oxidative stress is that PTMA can bind to KEAP1 and
influence NRF2 availability in the nucleus, which may have profound effects on transcription of proteins related to oxidative stress. The binding between PTMA and KEAP1 has been confirmed by a crystal structure and in vitro biophysical studies. In the cytoplasm PTMA has a defined activity as a suppressor of apoptosis by hindering assembly of the apoptosome and its translation is controlled by the ubiquitous member HuR of the Hu/ELAV family of mRNA binding proteins that are strongly involved in translational control. The strong nuclear import sequence of PTMA has been reported to be involved in translocation of STAT3 to the nucleus in response to interferon. PTMA was originally characterized as a protein with strong immune-modulatory activity and recent results suggest that PTMA has extracellular roles in cytokine-like functions that stimulate type I interferon via Toll-like receptor 4.

Vigilin (HDLBP, high density lipoprotein binding protein) was also included as a peripheral part of the PCNA control axis (Fig. 6). After original identification as a plasma membrane protein that was estrogen-inducible and sensitive to cholesterol, this role was little investigated further. As a protein highly conserved from yeast to mammals that contains 14 KH domains involved in nucleotide binding, research instead concentrated on putative roles in chromatin silencing together with PRKDC/XRCC5,6 and on translational control via mRNA interactions. It is known to partition between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Recently HDLBP has been shown to function as a receptor for a potential anti-cancer agent in plasma membrane lipid rafts to interact with CTCF-binding factor (CTCF) involved in CTCF-dependent regulation of the imprinted genes IGF2 and H19 and as a candidate tumor suppressor deleted at 2q37.3 in tumor cells generated from many tissue types with insertional mutagenesis screens. Our data, which shows appreciable OPPOSITE change in cytoplasmic abundance (Supplementary Table 2), seems to be the first report connecting vigilin to oxidative stress and DNA replication. In fact, for OAC the dominant changes for vigilin and the associated nuclear proteins (PRKDC, XRCC5,6) are N → C increases in cytoplasmic abundance (Supplementary Table 2), suggesting that vigilin might sequester PRKDC/XRCC5,6 to the cytoplasm in the context of OAC.

Spatial redistribution of key proteins is an important characteristic of the proposed {KPNA2, KPNB1, PCNA, PTMA, SET} switch, with nuclear-cytoplasmic trafficking connecting these proteins to alternate functional activities in diverse subcellular locations. For OXS there are diverse interactions via PTMA/KEAP1, IQGAP1/NRF2 and HMOX1/NRF2 that may operate in parallel to the better-known KEAP1/NRF2 system. OAC response is intertwined with the OXS changes and the present data suggests priorities for further investigations. There are many indications in the present data for similar trafficking effects in other systems. For example, another protein in the 401-set is HMGB1 (OPPOSITE, Supplementary Table 2), which in addition to nuclear roles in DNA replication/repair has intricate involvement in autophagy, phagocytosis, and oxidative stress as a cytosolic/extracellular protein. Similarly, {GRPEL1, HSPA9} may be an important spatial switch for mitochondrial/nuclear communication (section 3.5.e). In general, the present data suggests that there may be correlated subcellular trafficking of specific networks of proteins and that understanding of the functional relationships for individual proteins will require embedding them in these transport networks.

There are many more local features of interest in the present OXS/OAC interaction network than can be presented here. For each of these there is often a substantial literature that requires very appreciable effort to find and digest. We suggest that a symbiosis between global
proteomics data of the type reported here and the many experts in specific subsystems is needed to fully exploit the information. We included numerous subsystems in the analyses to motivate such symbiosis. Ideally this would involve collaborative efforts to define the salient spatial integration of core cellular processes. For example, the present data identifies >100 proteins with known functional roles in non-nuclear locations that are present in the nucleus and responsive to OXS/OAC, but whose functional role(s) in the nucleus are ambiguous or unknown. To provide some entry points to the present data, Supplementary Table 2 contains several pre-selected groups of proteins that appeared interesting to us. For example, the 401-set includes five proteins related to insulin-like growth factors: Insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins (IGFBP5, IGFBP7), insulin-like growth factor receptor 2 (IGF2R), and Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding proteins (IGF2BP1, IGF2BP3). With a smaller number of ratio counts, IGF2BP2 shows similar behaviour to IGF2BP1,3 for OXS (Supplementary Table 1). This system is crucial to prenatal development and prominent in cancer cells. IGF2BP2 has recently been related to mitochondrial OxPhos proteins in cancer stem cells and IGF2R to response to oxidative stress involving mitochondria. IGF2R may have functional endoplasmic reticulum connections to two other mannose receptors included in the 401-set (M6PR, MRC2) and/or to proteins involved in stress granules (G3BP1, G3BP2, YBX1), all three of which tend to show increased nuclear abundance for OXS (Supplementary Table 2). Both IGF2BP3 and YBX1 are involved in spliceosomes (Fig. 4). These features, the modulation of c-myc by IGF2BP2 and the involvement of c-myc in crucial aspects of response to oxidative stress suggest that there may be large networks that connect many aspects of the responses to OXS/OAC via spatial redistribution of key proteins.

Other pre-selected groups in Supplementary Table 2 include heme/iron proteins, proteins related to Ca\(^{2+}\), redox proteins that use NAD/NADH, the EGFR pathway, etc. The clusters in Fig. 9 and Supplementary Figure S-12 and the interactions that connect different clusters (Fig. 9, Supplementary Table 6) provide other entry points. No doubt there are other proteins and groups of proteins that may be of interest in specific contexts and for which information on their response to OXS/OAC may be useful. We would encourage readers to look for their favourite proteins/systems in the joint spatial razor plots and data in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, in the complexes in Supplementary Table 3, in the subcellular transport annotation in Supplementary Tables 4 and 5 and in the spatially resolved interaction network in Supplementary Table 6. We anticipate that the present information should aid in setting priorities for experiments aimed at a crucial but somewhat neglected area: high level spatial integration of function over diverse subcellular locations.

We also note that the present interaction network and the outlined strategy for exploring possible functional relationships of less studied proteins (POLDIP2, section 3.5.d) can in principle also be applied to other proteins that may not have been detected in our experiments. If your favorite protein was not reported in our listings, look for sets of related proteins and construct a network by adding interactions with your favorite protein from STRING or elsewhere. We used this approach to identify 401-set proteins with interactions to TGFβ signalling (Supplementary Figure S-10).

### 4.3 Dynamic Spatial Integration and Disease.

Dynamic changes in the abundance, form and distribution of proteins are essential for cellular function. At least part of distribution is constitutive. For example, large proportions of the constituent proteins of mitochondria or the plasma membrane are known to be directed to the
organelle by protein transport/import systems and to be recycled from such organelles by processes such as autophagy. Recent evidence suggests that even organelles such as mitochondria may have constitutive export of proteins.\textsuperscript{146,147} Oscillatory circadian rhythms,\textsuperscript{148} oscillations of response to oxidative state,\textsuperscript{149-151} superoxide bursts in mitochondria,\textsuperscript{128,152} and pH bursts in endosomes\textsuperscript{153} are among the many other instances of dynamic behaviour. Treadmilling of cadherins in the maintenance of cellular polarity and the possible involvement of this and other endocytotic processes in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transitions is another example.\textsuperscript{154} The present data suggests that many such dynamic processes will be reciprocally coupled to processes such as DNA replication or oxidative state, e.g., that the responsiveness of cells to external signals is intricately coupled to oxidative or cell cycle status.

At the same time, there is increasing evidence that “mislocated” proteins, which presumably reflect defects in subcellular transport, are a characteristic of many diseases.\textsuperscript{155} Global, systematic analysis of the subcellular spatial dynamics of proteins has recently been initiated, but proteome-wide data is still sparse. This has led to attempts to couple predictions of the subcellular location of proteins with functional network analysis to predict “mislocated” proteins in diseases such as cancer, for example in brain glioma cells.\textsuperscript{156} Many proteins (157) were predicted to be candidate “mislocated” proteins and experimental confirmations of “anomalous” locations/distributions were obtained for 15 proteins.\textsuperscript{156} Some of these proteins are in the 401-set in the present experiments. For example, Lee et al. predicted that the “mislocations” endoplasmic reticulum $\rightarrow$ nucleus (FTL, PTCD1) and cytosol $\rightarrow$ nucleus (SSB) are associated with glioma.\textsuperscript{156} We observe all three of these proteins in the nucleus in unperturbed IMR90 fibroblasts with strong changes in nuclear abundance upon perturbation (FTL, SAME; PTCD1, OXS; SSB, OPPOSITE; Supplementary Table 2). This suggests that the predictive methods may be identifying normal, spatially distributed cellular responses related to oxidative state and DNA replication/proliferation rather than cancer per se. Further characterization of the spatially dispersed “trademarks” for basic processes such as oxidative stress and DNA replication (Fig. 3) in various cell types would aid in classifying such features. On the other hand, for MCF7 breast cancer cells there is direct experimental evidence that large numbers of proteins do indeed show anomalous subcellular distributions, that massive numbers of proteins undergo nuclear-cytoplasmic redistribution when the cells are exposed to estrogen and that in this context subcellular redistribution of proteins is much more prominent than changes in their total abundance.\textsuperscript{88,90,157}

We suggest that focussing on the requirement for efficient cross-compartmental subcellular communication in a spatially heterogeneous system offers a powerful, but so far underexploited paradigm to characterize cellular function, especially for defining spatial integration of function over many locations. Oblique recognition of the need for such approaches is beginning to appear in the form of databases that catalogue “moonlighting” proteins that are known to have multiple functions at different locations\textsuperscript{17,158} or that catalogue protein-protein binding interactions according to specific locations/organelles.\textsuperscript{159} The rapidly increasing number of examples of moonlighting proteins has led to suggestions that new paradigms are needed in cell biology.\textsuperscript{16,160} The present results suggest that there may be sets of limited numbers of proteins that have a dominant role in spatial coordination of function. We would further suggest that more extensive understanding of the integrated protein transport processes in normal cells is crucial to making sense of the large numbers of “anomalous” proteins that are being identified as correlated with a plethora of different diseases. It may be the failure to correctly transport a protein(s) that contributes to dysfunction.
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Supplementary Text.

The following text describes the methods used for joint analysis/visualization of the experimental SILAC data sets for human IMR90 fibroblasts for tert-butyl hydrogen peroxide oxidative stress (OXS) and for CDC7-depletion-induced cell cycle arrest at the origin activation checkpoint for DNA replication (OAC).

Section A. Introduces the “joint spatial razor” plot as a formulation for concurrent visualization of the changes in total abundance ($S_t$), nuclear/cytoplasmic compartmental abundance ($S_n$ or $S_c$) and compartmental redistribution ($S_n/S_c$) in a common framework.

Section B. Describes the methods used to select SILAC pairs representing significant changes in abundance or distribution and the assignment of these pairs to one of four SELECTION classes: OXS-OAC-RADIAL, OAC-RADIAL, OXS-RADIAL, RADIAL.

Section C. Describes the criteria for identification of proteins that represent “trademarks” with significant changes in compartmental abundance, or in the mechanisms used to achieve the compartmental abundances, dominantly for OXS or dominantly for OAC.

Section D. Includes some comments regarding selection of significant proteins when the basal abundance of different proteins may vary by a thousand-fold or more.

A. Joint Spatial Razor Plots for OXS and OAC.

With the limits of at least 2 peptides and 3 ratio counts, the three replicates for each of the OAC and OXS experiments gave a total of 48001 SILAC ratios and their associated Significance B score outlier values (SigB hereafter) for analysis of the 4048 proteins. The unions over the replicates contained 6099 “SILAC pairs” (instances with measurement of the same SILAC ratio in both experiments) for one or more of $S_t$, $S_n$, $S_c$ and $S_n/S_c$ for the same protein in both the OAC and OXS data sets. As described in more detail in the main text for the 401-set (section A), the maximum number of possible SILAC pairs is constrained by the fact that some proteins are only present in one compartment. Others have very strong skewing of their basal abundances in unstimulated cells and may not be adequately quantified in both experiments according to our conservative selection criteria.

To jointly analyze the data sets for similarities and differences in cellular response, to include proteins which were quantified in only one of the subcellular compartments and to handle all four types of comparisons ($S_t$, $S_n$, $S_c$, $S_n/S_c$) equivalently, we plotted $S_{OXS}/S_{OAC}$ versus $S_{OXS}\cdot S_{OAC}$ for each of the four types of SILAC pairs. In this “joint spatial razor” plot the 6099 data points cluster around the origin, that is, only a minority of proteins show major changes in their SILAC ratios in either experiment (Fig. 1A,B). The radial distance from the origin for the data points gave very similar distributions for each of the four types of comparison, as shown for $S_t$ and the union over ($S_n$, $S_c$, $S_n/S_c$) in Fig. 1C.

The “joint spatial razor” plot classifies the SILAC pairs into regions such that the cellular response can be analyzed for dominance of one stimulation, for similarity in both responses or for opposite response to the two stimulations (see the labels of the colored radial slices in Fig. 1D). This is very helpful for visualizing the nature of any correlation in the changes for OXS and OAC. By selecting proteins that correspond to specific functional processes, e.g. glycolysis (Fig. 1D), the interplay between functional processes, changes in abundance and in subcellular location can begin to be visualized. For example, 10 proteins of the glycolysis/gluconeogenesis enzymatic cascade were monitored in both the cytoplasm and nucleus in both experiments. For OXS, hexokinase 1 (HK1) showed appreciable change: N $\leftarrow$ C redistribution without much change in total abundance that led to strongly increased nuclear abundance (Fig. 1D), whereas only minor changes were observed for OAC. In contrast, although hexokinase 2 was not detected in the nucleus, for OAC HK2 showed appreciable change: decrease in total and cytoplasmic abundance, with only very minor changes for OXS. These are known effects that are
related to the metabolic fate of glucose and to metabolism in cancer cells (see Supplementary Figure 1). None of the other nine glycolytic enzymes (TP11, ALDOA, ENO1, GAPDH, LDHA, LDHB, PKFP, PKM2, PGAM1, TPI1) showed strong changes in either experiment.

**B. Selection of joint sets of significant changes in abundance for OXS and OAC.**

Our goal in the present study was to look for possible cross talk between TBP-induced oxidative stress and CDC7-depletion-induced cell cycle arrest at the DNA replication origin activation checkpoint. Conventional outlier analysis such as the Significance B score used in MaxQuant can be used to select

---

Figure 1. Joint spatial razor plot of the OXS and OAC data sets. (A) Plots of log$_2$(S$_{OXS}$/S$_{OAC}$) vs log$_2$(S$_{OXS}$ + S$_{OAC}$) for S$_1$/S$_2$, S$_3$, S$_4$, S$_5$ (back to front). The four types of comparisons are color coded according to the legend at the top. (B) Expansion of the central region of panel (A) with reverse back to front order. (C) Radial distribution of the data points in (A) for the union over all 6099 data points and for the 1705 nuclear data points. Normalized radial density is the number of data points in a radial annulus divided by the area of the annulus and normalized to a summed density = 1. (D) Response for 11 enzymes of the glycolytic enzymatic cascade. The dashed circles in (A) and (B) correspond to the radii indicated in (C) of 0.65 (radial exclusion limit, see next sections) and 1.05 (stringent radial selection). The dashed circles in (D) correspond to the radial exclusion limit (inner circle) and radius = 0.85, which was used for selection of significant proteins according to moderate radial selection (see next section). The colored radial slices represent angular regions where the dominant response is for OAC (green), for OXS (blue), SAME for OXS/OAC (orange) or OPPOSITE for OXS/OAC (red, see section C for more precise definitions). The circled + and – symbols denote significant proteins in the individual experiments.$^{1,2}$ However, although a protein may not be in the most significant set for either individual experiment (depending on the selection cutoffs used, see below), strong differences/similarities in the behavior of a protein between the two stimulations can result in the inclusion of a protein in the significant set for the joint radial analysis of both data sets. For example, for
a pair of SILAC ratios \( S^{\text{OXS}} = 1.30 \), \( S^{\text{OAC}} = 0.65 \) the pair ratio \( S^{\text{OXS}}/S^{\text{OAC}} = 2.0 \) may be selected as radially significant even though \( S^{\text{OAC}} \) and \( S^{\text{OAC}} \) are not selected as significant in the two individual experiments (see below).

Conversely, radial comparison requires sufficient ratio counts/MS intensity for the same protein in two different experiments, which may not be always achieved for both experiments because of the large range of total protein abundances and because the basal distribution between the nucleus/cytoplasm in non-stimulated cells is strongly skewed for some of the proteins. We therefore combined conventional SigB analysis of the individual experiments with joint radial analysis of both experiments to select significant proteins and used the presence/absence of the protein in both significant sets as a flag to further identify/verify less well quantified proteins. As described previously,\(^1,^3\) the SigB analysis takes into account the total MS intensity recorded for each protein in evaluating the significance of SILAC ratios. This amounts to exclusion of less abundant proteins that may nominally show substantial changes in a SILAC ratio, but are less reliable due to limited experimental MS intensity.

**Method 1.** Each experiment (OXS or OAC) was analyzed independently for significant changes in total protein abundance \( (S_t) \), nuclear protein abundance \( (S_n) \), cytoplasmic protein abundance \( (S_c) \) or redistribution between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments \( (S_n/S_c) \). This procedure has previously been described in detail.\(^3,^4\) For the present data sets, a minimum of 3 ratio counts in a single replicate was required for inclusion of a SILAC ratio in the analysis (Table 1). For selection of a SILAC ratio as significant, the union over the three replicates and at least two replicates were required to satisfy the corresponding ratio count limits and the SigB cutoff limits shown in Table 1. As described previously, the inclusion of reproducibility over the replicates tended to select more abundant proteins with considerable numbers of ratio counts.\(^3,^4\)

The SigB cutoff limit can be regarded as a variable parameter that determines the number of proteins accepted as significant and included in search sets for functional analysis. For example, for a range of possible SigB cutoffs for Method 1 (stringent, strict, moderate, relaxed, minimum; see Table 1) and with the requirement of at least two replicates per protein, the number of proteins classified as showing significant change in at least one of \( S_n \), \( S_c \), \( S_t \) and \( S_n/S_c \) varied by more than two-fold (224 to 574) in the present data (Table 1, Method 1). At all SigB cutoffs, approximately equal numbers of proteins were selected from OXS and OAC. Over the set of significant proteins there was an average of about 16 SILAC ratios (8-9 significant) per protein, and about 6-9\% of these proteins were common to both OXS and OAC (Table 1, Method 1). That is, although the number of included proteins increases, neither the overall balance between the two experiments nor the average amount of data available for individual proteins varies strongly with the SigB cutoff. With the weakest limits on SigB (minimal cutoffs) about 10\% of all measured SILAC ratios were classified as significant.
**Method 2.** Significant proteins were selected using ratio count limits and radii in the joint spatial razor plot format (Table 1). This allows for selection of additional proteins that show substantial similarity or difference in the two experiments. To provide compatibility with the conventional Method 1 procedure for estimation of significance and to balance the two methods, we determined a radial exclusion limit (E-radius = 0.65). When proteins which only had SILAC ratio pairs with radius less than this exclusion radius were omitted, Method 2 selected about equal numbers of significant proteins as the SigB limit (0.05) used for the minimum selection limit in Method 1 (607, 574 proteins respectively, Table 1). We then defined a significance limit (S-radius) such that only proteins with at least one SILAC pair with radius > S-radius were considered significant. Values of this S-radius for relaxed, moderate, strict and stringent protein sets were chosen so that roughly equal numbers of significant proteins were obtained as for the corresponding proteins sets with Method 1 (Table 1, Method 2).

**Method 3.** The union of proteins that satisfied the criteria of either Method 1 or Method 2 led to somewhat larger sets of significant proteins (Table 1, Method 3) at any given cutoffs, i.e. the sets of proteins selected with Methods 1 and 2 were only partially identical. This seemed to be for the coverage reasons noted above, e.g., a protein only satisfied the count limits in one of OXS or OAC, as well as due to the (artificial) consequences of the use of discrete cutoffs, e.g., a protein is just inside or outside of a cutoff, or due to the selection of some radial SILAC pairs that were not selected in the individual experiments. We used the fact that the sets of proteins were not identical with the two methods to review the acceptance of some proteins (method 4). This is exemplified with the 307 proteins of the “stringent” Method 3 set (Table 2, leftmost columns).

### Table 1. Methods and Criteria for selection of significant proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 1. SigB Selection Limits for OXS and OAC individually</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>selection criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abundance counts ≥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union replicates 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn distribution counts ≥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union replicates 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of significant SILAC ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of significant proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS &amp; OAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 2. Radial Selection Limits for OXS and OAC jointly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>selection criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counts ≥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union replicates 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radial replicate 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of significant proteins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 3. Joint Selection with Method 1 and Method 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of significant proteins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 4. Joint Selection with Method 1 and Method 2 plus reclassification with the minimum selection criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of search set proteins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Selected proteins fulfilled the selection criteria for the union and at least two replicates.
2 Number of unique proteins in the union of methods 1 and 2.
3 Number of proteins from method 3 that are in the sets (OXS, OAC, RADIAL), (OXS, RADIAL), (OAC, RADIAL) or (RADIAL).
Method 4. The stringent set of 307 proteins from method 3 were re-evaluated against the minimum selection criteria and re-assigned to a SELECTION type according to whether they were then selected by SigB (OXS and OAC individually, Method 1) and/or S-radius (RADIAL, OXS and OAC jointly, Method 2). After reevaluation against the minimum selection criteria (Table 2), 251/307 proteins in the stringent set for Method 3 had at least one feature selected by the stringent selection criteria and were also detected by both Method 1 and Method 2 with the minimum selection criteria. An enlarged set of proteins that showed significant changes in both experiments (46 proteins) was obtained. These were proteins initially selected by the cutoff S-radius > 1.05, but for which the changes for the proteins in one of the two individual experiments fell in the range 0.0025 < SigB < 0.05, i.e. they show appreciable similarities or differences in the two experiments and the changes are significant in both experiments at less stringent cutoffs. This is mainly influenced by a very stringent cutoff for significance in Method 1 (SigB < 0.0025). There were 9 RADIAL proteins that showed strongly similar or different changes for OXS/OAC. There were 56 proteins that were only selected by Method 1 (OXS, OAC sets in Table 2, Method 4). Manual review of these proteins indicated that many were detected in both experiments, but corresponded to less abundant proteins that satisfied the count/replicate limits for one or more of S0, S, or S/5 in only one of the two experiments. Since our goal was to identify cross talk between OXS and OAC, we did not include these proteins in the network search sets. The remaining set of 251 proteins was considered the highest-confidence search set for the network analyses. We stress that all of these 251 proteins had at least one SILAC ratio (Method 1) or one pair of SILAC ratios (Method 2) that satisfied the stringent selection criteria for the magnitude of the changes (Table 1) and all were adequately quantified in both experiments. The minimal selection criteria were only used in assigning the proteins to a selection class. As shown in Fig. 2, this procedure essentially corresponds to a kind of fuzzy filtering for the SELECTION class assignments.

The joint use of Method 1 and Method 2 (as Method 3) together with re-evaluation against the minimum selection criteria to better define the selection class (Method 4) had several attractive features. Method 4 identified a high-confidence set of proteins without user intervention, ensured that the protein was adequately quantified in both experiments, established clearly the selection criteria (OXS-RADIAL, OAC-RADIAL, OXS-OAC-RADIAL, or RADIAL), flagged a limited set of proteins (56/4048) for manual review, and ameliorated to a certain extent the ambiguities caused by the use of discrete significance cutoffs. To obtain search sets with larger numbers of proteins and to partially classify the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 3. Joint selection with SigB and radial selection.</th>
<th>STRINGENT</th>
<th>STRICT</th>
<th>MODERATE</th>
<th>RELAXED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluated stringent criteria selection by number</td>
<td>Evaluated strict criteria selection by number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 14</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 18</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 23</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 1</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 1</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 79</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 97</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 132</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 56</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 73</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 89</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS 33</td>
<td>OXS 47</td>
<td>OXS 55</td>
<td>OXS 59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC 42</td>
<td>OAC 52</td>
<td>OAC 64</td>
<td>OAC 71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIAL 83</td>
<td>RADIAL 99</td>
<td>RADIAL 135</td>
<td>RADIAL 180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total 307</td>
<td>total 387</td>
<td>total 499</td>
<td>total 604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>search set 232</td>
<td>search set 287</td>
<td>search set 379</td>
<td>search set 474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD 4. Joint selection with SigB and radial selection. Reclassification with minimum criteria.</th>
<th>Reclassified minimum criteria selection by number</th>
<th>Reclassified minimum criteria selection by number</th>
<th>Reclassified minimum criteria selection by number</th>
<th>Reclassified minimum criteria selection by number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluated stringent criteria selection by number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 46</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 48</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 49</td>
<td>OXS, OAC, RADIAL 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td>OXS, OAC 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 113</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 141</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 173</td>
<td>OXS, RADIAL 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 83</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 105</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 130</td>
<td>OAC, RADIAL 146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXS 25</td>
<td>OXS 34</td>
<td>OXS 46</td>
<td>OXS 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC 31</td>
<td>OAC 39</td>
<td>OAC 52</td>
<td>OAC 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIAL 9</td>
<td>RADIAL 20</td>
<td>RADIAL 49</td>
<td>RADIAL 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total 307</td>
<td>total 387</td>
<td>total 499</td>
<td>total 604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>search set 251</td>
<td>search set 314</td>
<td>search set 401</td>
<td>search set 488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For both methods 3 and 4, each protein in the search set has at least one parameter S0, S, S/5, that satisfies the respective stringent, strict, moderate or relaxed selection criteria in Table 1. The search set includes proteins classified as (OXS, OAC, RADIAL), (OXS, RADIAL), (OAC, RADIAL) or (RADIAL).
proteins according to the magnitude of the changes observed, we then applied the Method 4 procedure using the strict, moderate and relaxed sets of selection criteria. The corresponding number/distribution of the significant search set proteins identified is shown in Table 2. For most analyses and the network searches, we used the set of 401 proteins chosen with moderate selection criteria. For each of these 401-set proteins, Supplementary Table 2 includes columns showing the SELECTION criteria (OXS-RADIAL, OAC-RADIAL, OXS-OAC-RADIAL, and RADIAL), the MAGNITUDE of the cutoffs that the protein satisfied (MODERATE, STRICT, STRINGENT), as well as a summary of the number of proteins corresponding to each descriptor. Again, we stress that all of these 401-set proteins had at least one SILAC ratio (Method 1) or one pair of SILAC ratios (Method 2) that satisfied at least the moderate selection criteria (87 proteins, 314 satisfied the STRICT or STRINGENT criteria) for the magnitude of the changes and all were adequately quantified in both experiments.

This selection procedure does not distinguish increases/decreases in abundance or whether redistribution is N → C or C → N. Nor does it consider whether the behavior of a protein is the same or different between the two experiments. The only evaluation is whether the protein is amongst the set of proteins showing the most significant changes. Notable is that the number of proteins in the OXS-OAC-RADIAL selection set is not strongly dependent on the criteria used for selection of significant proteins (Table 2, Method 4). These are the 49-set proteins that are those with the strongest changes for OXS and OAC individually and also show strong similarities or differences between the two experiments. This suggests that there may be a relatively restricted number of proteins which dominate cross-talk between OXS and OAC.

C. “Trademarks” for OXS and OAC.

As described in the main text, it is desirable to identify proteins that show changes that are dominant for OXS or for OAC. If a protein responds only to OXS, then the abundance changes in both compartments (S_o and S_c) and the mechanisms used to achieve the compartmental changes in abundance (S_o/S_c) should only show significant changes for OXS. We did not consider that the fuzziness of the SELECTION class provided sufficient discrimination. We therefore identified proteins for which the
magnitude of the $\log_2$ fold-change for all significant SILAC ratios was at least four-fold greater for OXS compared to OAC, or vice versa. In the joint spatial razor plots here and in the main text, the radial aperture of the OXS region (blue slices) and of the OAC region (green slices) correspond to this cutoff. This is a fairly strong constraint. For example, for $S_{OXS}^O = 2$, the SILAC pair is assigned to class OXS if $0.84 \leq S_{OAC}^O \leq 1.19$. Those SILAC pairs that did not satisfy this cutoff for OXS or OAC were assigned to either the SAME or OPPOSITE class, i.e. the SAME and OPPOSITE regions included all areas not within the OAC and OXS slices. Smaller changes in $S$ near the origin are less certainly characteristic of these regions. Hence, only SILAC pairs with radius $> \text{Exclusion-radius (0.65)}$ were assigned to the OAC, OXS, SAME and OPPOSITE regions in the joint spatial razor plots. These SILAC pairs were then used to classify the protein as belonging to the OAC, OXS, SAME, OPPOSITE or MIXED classes (see main text). The column CLASS in Supplementary Table 2 identifies the “trademark” OXS and OAC proteins. The extent to which such groups of proteins constitute valid trademarks for oxidative stress or DNA replication/cell cycle can only be finally evaluated by experiments involving other kinds of cellular stimulation. The SAME set of proteins might be a trademark for concurrent engagement of both processes.

**D. Basal abundance and selection of significant proteins.**

An often underestimated characteristic of cellular function is the high degree of functional non-linearity and its reflection in large differences in the basal abundance of proteins and other components. In the present context, suppose for example that two proteins A, B have nominal basal abundances in the nucleus of $A_{basal} = 1000$ and $B_{basal} = 10$. Suppose that experimentally $S_A^A = 1.3$, $S_B^B = 2.0$, i.e. the nominal nuclear abundances for the stimulated cells are $A_{stim} = 1300$ and $B_{stim} = 20$. In relative terms, the change in B appears more significant, but in absolute terms the nominal change in A is 300 units and in B is 10 units. It is not entirely obvious which is the more significant change since this will depend on the “amplification” of these changes in a complex adaptive system. Matters get even more complicated if all increase in A is directed to a subcellular location that differs from the basal location. A full understanding of cellular function will in the longer term require quantitative modeling of interconnected systems, including spatial dependence.

This impinges on results such as the present study because the Significance B score used by MaxQuant is a non-linear function that evaluates significance relative to other proteins of similar abundance. This tends to favor selection of high abundance proteins since their experimental scatter is reduced by higher MS intensities. In practical terms this means that there are some “significant” proteins in Supplementary Table 2 that are high abundance proteins for which the individual SILAC ratios $S_{OXS}^O$ or $S_{OAC}^O$ are accepted as significant in relation to other high abundance proteins, even though their radius in the joint spatial razor plot may be less than the S-radius. This is probably the best that can be done in the absence of sufficient information to quantitatively model highly interconnected, non-linear systems.
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